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A SURVEY OF HIGHER EDUCATION, 1916-1918.

By SAMIT P. CATNN AND WALTON C. JOHN.

Coxraxes.Part L Higher education if Abe period preceding the war: Standardizing
agencies The Junior collegeFifty years of the land-grant collegesA new associa-
tion, the American Association of University Instructors In AccountingUntveraity
surveys and the survey movementThe Saftreme Court of liamiachusetts sets aside
the flarvard.Technology agreement---The Rhodes scholarshipsThe Carnegie pen-
sion and insurance schemesAcademic freedom of speechTwo State Institutions
attackedSpecial legislation touching higher educationAmericanization. Part II.
The colleges and the war : Problems raised by the warTraining and the effective
organization of training agencies for national serviceUniversity committee of the
advisory commission of the Connell of National Defense--Indepeailent action by
colleges In preparation for war serviceStudents and the draftFurther efforts to
secure Federal direction of civilian training agencies--Committee oa the relation
of engineering schools to the GovernmentEmergency (American) Council on Educa-
tionCommittee on education and special training of the War Department.

HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE PERIOD PRECEDLNG THE WAR.

PART I.

'The ye:it' 1916-11 undoubtedly marks the close of an important
epoch in the history of higher education in the United States. It is
impessible to foretell as yet what changes will be wrought in the
purposes, methods, and control of higher institutions by the war.
But the events mentioned in the closing sections in this review have
so completely interrupted the old order, have to such an extent broken
up the mold of academic thought, that the calm resumption of the
processes and ideas Of the past decade is unthinkable. It may there-
fore be worth while to consider very briefly what have been the main
tendencies and achievements is the field of higher education during
the pant 25 years.

Since the last decade of the nineteenth century their has been no
considerable increase in the number of collegiate institutions. Twen-
ty-five years ago there were 594 colleges and universities. In the
current Report of the Commissioner .of Education there are listed
574 colleges, nniversities, and technological schools, and 85 independ-
ent junior colleges, a total of 669; institutions which report giving

*instruction above high-school grade. The Cslight increase: in the
total number of,higher institutionsIs due to the recent multiplication

,Ifjunior colleges. There has, in fact, been a decrease in colleges of
the older type since 1893. As the benefactions to higher education
have been more numerous and substantial in the last.25,years than
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el, before, it would appear that there are approximately found:1.-
6 s enough to provide higher educational facilities for those that
need and desire them. The distribution of collegiate institutions is,
however, very uneven. The East and Middle West are well supplied.
The States west. of the Mississippi River, on the other hand, exhibit
an irregular scattering of higlyir institutions which, unfortunately. in
many regions bears little relation to the distribution of the population
to be served., It may be a safe prediction that new foundations of
regular collegiate institutions, if deemed necessary at all, are more
likelY to be made in this region than in the other sections of the
country.

In general, the need of the Nation is not so much to increase the
number of higher educational institutions as to improve the quality of
many of them. There is still a vast difference, as has been implied in
previous reports, between what is understood as collegiate nnq uni-
versi67 training in the more favored communities and what goes
tinder the same name in communities served by ill-equipped, under-
staffed institutions.

The remarkable growth in the wealth and material equipment of a
considerable percentage of higher institutions emphasims this dis-
crepancy in quality. . The excellence of higher education does vi$
depend on money alone. Nevertheless, the possession of certffn
material resources- makes it easier for an institution to attain ex-
cellence. The well-endowed private colleges and the liberally sup-
ported State institutions have \therefore set a pace in improving
educational standards which less fortunate instithtions have found, it
difficult or impossible to follow. The remarkable expansion of
higher'education on the material side is indicated by the amounts
spent for it 25 years ago and in the year just preceding the war. In
1,893 the national expenditure for higher education was $22,944,776
and in 1916, $110,532,396. The increase in the number of persons
served during the same period is almost equally striking. In 1893
the total collegiate enrollment in the United States was 110,545; in
1916# was 329,387. It is clear, then, that although the number of
higher institutions has not increased very much, there has been it
large increase in the amount of higher education provided. .

This increase in the amount of higher education corresponds, of
course, to an increasing demand for it. Indeed, one of the most

. patent tendencies of the last quarter of a century has been the
"...democratization of college education. Twenty-five years ago it was

regarded as the privilege of the select few, the selection not being
made, however, wholly on the basis of wealth or any other artificial
class distinctions. The combined pressure of Stitd institutions, large
philanthropic enterprises, and the'propaganda of leading educational
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writers led to the gradual spread of the belief that not only shpuld
college education be open to everybody, but chat,nearly everybody
should,have it. A certain reatiOn is to be noted in very recent years
from this ,extreme position. The experiences of higher institutions
with large numbers of persons of innate mental limitations has led
to the growing conviction among univevity and college officers that,
after all, higher education is for the few and not for the many. But
the few must be selected by methods more liberal and democratic
than any which have yet been devised.

Coincident with the tendency mentioned in the last paragraph has
been the expansion and _liberalization of the college curriculum. A
quarter of .a century ago )tleere was practically but one curriculum for
colleges of arts and sciencesiessAiready, however, the virus of the
elective system, as put into practice by Harvard, was making itself
felt. By the end of another 10 years it had swept the United States,4
and the reaction against it in its extreme form had begun to set in.
Having been freed through the electives stem from the shackles of
an antiquated and outworn scheme of stuAlles, institutions now began
to grope for some new unifying principle to guard against the

.44angers of intellectual license which appeared in the general working
out of the elective system. Th© new mechanism is the group system.
Under various manifestations this principle of curriculum formation
Ifas been generally adopted in the public and nonsectarian institutions
of the country. Certain colleges and universities under denomina-
tional auspices retain in substance the formal curriculum of the late
nineteenth century.

The liberalization of college curricula has gone hand in hand with
a closer articulation between colleges and secondary schools. In fact.,
the probfem of perfecting this articulation has occupied perhaps an
undue amount of the attention of associations of both college and
school officers during the past quarter of a century. On the one
hand, the schools, responding to *a vigorous popular _pressure, have
asserted their right to an independent development, free from the
domination of higher institutions. On the other, the colleges, yield-
ing to the new doctrine of the extension of higher education (and to
the ever-present ui;e for numbers), have abated the rigid pre-
scriptions of subjeets which were common 25 years ago. The'decline
of the entrance examination and the development of accrediting sys-
tems are' complementary movements during this period. The present
extent of coordination between the colleges and secondary schools is
indicated in this review (see p. 9).

Foremost in this movement have been naturally the State-sup
ported higher institutions. These, which were conceived as the apex
of the.school systems of their reipective.Statest have won their way,
to a degree of influence and popularity which could not have been

,*.i............0IiimilerarrroolellE01111111111111111111111
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foreseen 20 years ago. Indeed, the enormous expansiou of State
universities and State colleges of apiculture and mechanic arts is
one of to outstanding features of the recent history of higher educa-
tion in this country.

The variation in the excellence of the work done by different types
of higher institutions has already been alluded to. With the growth
in the number of persons availing themselves of higher ,educational
opportunities, and the increasing mobility of the population of the
United States, colleges have been brought into ever-closer and more
frequent comparisons with one anotkr. Migrations of students from
one institution to another have become more and more common.
Larger numbers have gone forward every year . from the baccalau-
reate course to professional and graduate study,. The discrepancies
in standards, therefore, become painfully apparent. One of the most
important tendencies of the last 15 years has been the tendency
towaed standardization of higher institutions. This carries with it
also a certain amount of standardization of secondary schools.) A
large number of agencies have first and last engaged in this work.
Associations of higher institutions, both regional end national, inde-

"Vilaent educational foundations, church boards, and several govern-
mental offices have all played a part. If it were possible. to measure
higher education or the efficiency of institutions by purely objective
criteria applied to the institution and not to its product, one might
regard the problem of standardization as solved. Nearly all thethe
agenciesijust referred to have elaborated and defined such quantita-
tive measurements as may be applied to nn organization which after
all eludes the most precise measuring stick. While undoubtedly
much good has been accomplished by the activities of standardizing
agencies, it is only just to record that there has been also a certain
amount of damage. The American educational public has come to

_think too largely in terms of credits, counts, or material equipment.
Confirmation of this stateme t appears in the evidence recorded in
the last five Reports of the imissioner of Education, and in the
proceedings of nearly every sec lonal and national educational asso-
ciation. Fortunately the reaction against the tendency to. estimate all
education in quantitative terms has already set in. It should be ac-
celerated by the educational experiences of the war.

Later in the report mention is made of the extraordinary growth
of land-grant colleges and the development of university courses in .
.applied science. No doubt the 'foreign observer would find this
phase of our recent educational history the most impressive of all.
The relative strength of the liberal college has declined in favor of

.the vocational higher institution. Colleges and Universities not uni.
der State control, and primarilir founded for the purpose of provid-
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ing education in the liberal arts, have been forced by public demand
to add numerous professional curricula, such as commerce, journal-
ism, business administration, and the several varieties of engineering.
But in this great movement the land-grant colleges and the State
universities have been the leaders.

STANDARDIZING AGENCIES.

NON - STATE. ACCREDITING AND EXAMINING HOARDS.

Perhaps no question has occupied the time of college and high.-
school officers more than the administration of college entrance re-
quireents. The organizations charged with the responsibility of con- ,
trolling entrance examinations have increased in mtniber till they
now influence nearly every secondary school of significance in the
United States. A numerical summary of the extent of this activity is
given in the following pargraphs.

THE. NEW ENt:I.AND 101,1.505 ENTRANCE CERTIFICATE ROARS.

'The sixteenth annual report of the New England College Entrance
Certificate _Board' states that
the totni number of schools that had the certificate privilege last year from
the bonrd is 543, of which Si had the specimen certificate privilege. Four hun-
dred and fifteen of these (about 70 per cent, as agalNit 84 per cent last year)
sent one Or more pupils on certificate to the colleges represented on the board.
At the present time there are 47 SCIlOok on the trial list, 429 on the fully ap-
proved list, nakIng a total of 476. To these may he added 74 schools that had
the right of sending specialstudents ton certifieate, making a grand total of 550
schools ihai have the eel-till..ate privilege of the board for the coming your.

The following institutions comprise the membership of the New
Eng livid College Entrance Certificate Board : Amherst College, Bates
College. Boston University, Bowdoin University, Brown University,
Colby College,- Massachusetts Agricultural College, Middlebury Col--
loge. Mount Holyoke 'College, Smith College, Tufts College, Univer-
sity of Vermont, Wellesley College, Wesleyan iversity,. Williams.
Colleke.

THE COLI.EGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION SAARI).

, The College Entrance Exaniiimtion Board examined 9,265 candi-
dates during the year 1916-17. According to the secretary's report,
988 schools sent candidates to the board's. examinations. Of tliese,
525 were public schools and 463Pprivate schools, sending 2,813 and
6,071 sitnaidates,.respoctivelAt. In adAition there were 371 capdidates,
.whio were conditioned collegestudents.ot were prepared by private
tutors or mere self -prepared or neglected to state how they received
11 preparation.. The public schools sent to the. examination 961
few*.:edl.datee thanThast year, the 1099 in. boys being 792 and in

. . .
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girls 169. From the private schools there wan loss of 403 boys
which was offset in part by a gain of 113 girls. The total number
of boys taking the board's examinations in 1918 was less than last
year by 1,33,6.

I NCREASI NO RECOGNITION OF THE Co MPREH ENSIXT. EX AMIN ATIoN l'I.A N.

" Notwith anding the fact that the number of candidates taking
the board's aminations was less this year than last, the number of
candidates nting themselves under the new plan of admission
increased fr 4, to 580." In 1918 this number has increased to 752.

Under this plan the certificate and examination methods of admin-
sion are combined. The candidate presents a certificate from the
secondary school testifying to the quantity of work covered. The
college takes a sample of the quality by examining him in four sub-
jects. Tie examination is designed to test the candidate's general
knowledge of a given subject and Iris intellectual power, not to ascer-
tain whether he has mastered a plescribed book or course.

THE NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF MAXIMS AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

The North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
it the meeting of March 2:3-24, 1917, reported 108 colleges, 51 insti-
tutions primarily for the training of teachers, and 8 junior colleges
on its list of accredited higher institutions. Altogether, 1,225 schools
reported, of which 1,164 were finally accredited; 913 were accredited
unqualifiedly, 215 were accredited h warning, 39 of, the old schools
were dropped, and 75 new schools were added.

THE ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND PREPARATORY SCIlooLS OF THE MIDDLE STATES
AND MARYLAND.

The Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Mid-
dle States and .Maryland reported for 1917 a membership of 68 uni-
versities and colleges and 154 secondary schools.

HE ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SECONDARY1T SCHOOLS OF THE SOUTHERN STATES.

The Association 2f Colleges and Secondary Schools of the South-
ern States reported for 1917 a membership of 42 universities and
colleges and, 47 secondary schools. 1

Taken altogether, the foregoing reports show for the year 1917
the number-of .2,896 public and private secondary schools which are
directly affiliated with one or more of these six accrediting or ex-
amining organizations. .

STATE ACCREDITED SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

IjThe following table shows, for the year 1918, 8,075 secondary
schools on the accredited lists of boards of education or State
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universities, or both. As the total number of public and private
high schools repotted for 1916 is about 14,000, it is of interest to
observe that at least 58 per cent of the high schools are connected with
a State standardizing or accrediting agency:

St/Maury of State accredited secondary schools in-the United States, 1916.

1The cro s moms 3'es1

.States.

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware

District of Colualdia .

Accred-
ited'

second
cry

schools.

_

121
44
S2

275
73
64
11

11

Florida co

fieurgia 97
Idaho 75...
Illinois 462

Indiana 431

1041 351

Kansas 355

Rentuck y 191

Louisiana 160

Maine 199
Mary lan.1 61

Massachusetts 70
Michigan 289
Minnesota 261
Mississippi 144

Missouri.. 239
Montana .. 73
Nebraska, 267
Nevada 17
New Hampshire 79
New Jersey 113
New Mexico 35

New York 714
Nortb Carolina
North Dakota

44
sa

Ohio 606

Oklahoma 22
Oregon 74

Pennsylvania 333
Rhode island 20
South Carolina 29
South Dakota 75
Tennessee 117

Texas 307

Utah 31

Vermont
Virginia
Washington 164
West Virginia 92
WisoonME 319
Wyoming 23

Total 8,075

Accred-
ited
by

State
board.

X

X

Accred-
ited
by

State
univer-
sity.

X

X

X

Units
re-

quired

1.5

1.
15

X

X I

x

X
X
X

X

X
x -
N

Ill
15
15,
1.5

18
15 ....
15 .... 99 r lass A; 79 class I; ins chtts II I); s.0 elm g

III; 13 unelassified.
15 ... 96 class A; 95 (quiet B.

It IS of the 160 belong to suppM1011ary lists 01
State universities.

It

14

14

Obsemit ions.

23 by State board and 21 by State university.

In 1914-15.
In 1915-16.
Units not specified].
State university acredits 10 only. Units dot

specified.
Accredited by standard] university. Unitsnot

specified.

59 institutions with 15 units; 39 with 14 units,

Iss5 by State university; 77 by State depart-
ment.

i5
15
15

15
15
15
15

i5

1.,
15
13
15

.
15
15

14
14

14
-

14

14

14

14
it

14

14

35 first group; 20 second group.

Affiliated uith the Stale nniversIty.

104 group A; 141 group 11; 72 group C.

Four full years nxiiiired.
19 approved by University of New Mexico;,16

approved by State department.
Units not expressed.

First grade second'ary schools.

Units not stated.

Schools fully accredited.
144 group 1 of State universities; 1113 on State

department Usts, besides States u.niventtles.

Units not given.

First elan s-,ccn 'ary schools.
41IP
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ItECKNT NATIl1NAI. AND 10.:(iloNAI7 .4 ssociA1111Ns AT C01.1.10IATI:
sTANatkatz.vrtos.

Several influential aliroiations of higher in4itntions have in the
past two years added to thea1r^ady numerous definitions of the
standard college and of the-junior college. l'he folleving are prob-
ably the most significant of these efforts.

TIIK Az:SocIATIoN or ANIEIlle

The Association of American Colleges has 1)1114i:died a study by
Dr. Calvin II. French which in sulkstance est:044;11es three grades of
standard colleges. Dr. French designates these as the minimum. col-
lege, the average college. an41 the efficient college. The pith of this
interesting report is given here:

Comimratire'tahle xhowing the minimum, the rer«ge.-nod the eilefen't college.
-

It: ms ciiiiipared.

'rite mini-
411111110d-

lege. bused
Ifli IS
at/ inst hit-

tions.

15
IV

The it% cr.
age

on It'
typical

institu-
lions..

15

efrident
collage.

----
IS
It)

TotaLunits retiiiired for entrance.
Tote ours required for graduation '
Number of last rtictors, excluding president and lebrury officials. It 1 i
Teaching hours per week (approxitnute) IS IS 15Enrollment. N soco..__.____.._. Ia. 500

Soil's.Cost of adminisintlion $7,32; SIR, 1511Cost of instruction 12,000 lo,941 99,000Cost of maintenance 12,075 12,941 49,100

Total cad 32,00 3.1,214 1041,7S0

Average salaries of all instructors 1,500 I, 210 2,151)Salary of president 2,5010 2,500 5, OMAverage value of 'Mud 150,000 280,R77 1015,01,0A renege value of endowment 432,10)) 405, 010 2, 215, 000Tula! assets 782,000 091,847 3,2014000

According to Dr. French, we mean by collegirfficiency that "all
the forces of the institution are working adequately and with the
least possible waste to accomplish its chief ends." Can this be done
when tbe library and laboratories are inadequately equipped and
supported, or its teachers underpaid and overloadeg with work?
These are prevalent conditions in many splendid colleges which, how-
ever, ara,,not efficient colleges. The following digest gives a sum-
marized statement of the financial needs of standard colleges with
from 200 up to 1,000 students: -

A standard college of 200sistudents is one that has a faeulty of 21.4giving
It the equivalent of 17 full-time teachers and 4 full-time administrative
officers; an Income of $16,800 from tuitions, $1,000 from other fees, $7,000 from
room rents or other. sources, and $88,700 from endo*me;t; an etpenditure of
$27,500 for tustructign. $10,000 for administration, and $20,000 for maintenance;
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It productive endowment of $774,000 and a plant worth $500,000, indklug a total
property of $1,274,000.

A standard college of 300 student mold have a fpeulty of 31, giving it
the equivalent of '26 full-tine tenehe td 5 full-tinie administrative Officers;
on income of '$20,250 for tuitions, $1, from other fees, $10,500 from room
rents or other sources, and $58,259 front endowment ; fin expenditure of $45,000
for Mstroction, $15.otar for administration. and $30.000 for maintenance: a
productive endowment of $1,105,000 mind a plant worth $784,000, making a triad
property-of $1,9i5J00.

The standard college or 500 students calls for n faculty of 51, yielding the
equivalent of 44 full -time teachers and 7 full -time administrati.ye officers;
an income of $45.000 from tuitions, $2,500 from other fees. $17.50 from room

'Zither sources, and $111,000 from embovment ; an exismditure of,
.$09,000 for instruction, $27,INNI for to illliv)istrution and $50,1100 for maintenance;

productive endowment of $2.=0,000 and a plant worth $1.000.000, waking a
total prop4+rty of $3,220AX*.

Standard colleges of 750 students will t thesem.. on the eigniates, it faculty
of 74, yielding the equivalent of 94 full-time tisieliers mid 10 full-time admin-
istrative Ilinelq'S : nu income of $1.17;501 from yitions, $3,250 from oti,:r
$20,250 from room rents or other sources, and S107,000 front endowment;

expeiViture of $171.000 for ilistrulei. .540.000 for administration, 'and
$80,0)0 fin' inalatenutinv; a productive endowment of $3,940,000 and a plant
worth $1,750,010, making a total property of $5,1A/0.000.

The standard college of 1.00 students retivievs a faculty of 97, yielding the
equivalent of 55 full-time teachers and it fulldim nilininistrative otliwrs; an
Income tuitions, $5,000 front other fees, $35.000 from room rents
or other 'sources, and $321,500 from endowment ; nn expenditure of $262,500
for ilistruetIon, 5011.0a00 for administration,' and $120,000 for maintemmee; a
productive VI II limilivtit of $9.250.41110 and a plant worth $2,400.1100. making a
toad property of $8,630,000.

Front the standpoint of it study of 5'2 colleges and universities,
Dr. French has decided that 55 per cjt of the income should go to
instruction, aper cent to maintenance, and 15 per cent to admin-
istration. Only 20 per cent of the income should be obtained from
the students: the remaining SO per cent should come from endow-
ments.

A

THE ASSOCIATION OF A IHISICAN TIN ITKIISITISS.

For nearly 20 years the Association of American Universities
has considered problems relating to-graduate study. Among these
problems is that of the proper classification of universities and
colleges with respect to their qualifications for preparing candidates
for graduate work. At the last nteeting.of the association held at
the State University of Iowa, November 9 and 10, 1917, the com-
mittee on classification of universities and colleges jresented the fol-
lowing report:

The Association of American Universities 'upproves,the following revision of
the list of universities and colleges accepted In 1918. It recognizes the Waite-

ii
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Lions In this undifferentiated list as falling within the three groups described
by the association in 1914 in the following terms:

GROUP A. Institutions whose graduates should ordinarily be admitted to the
graduate schools of this essociation for work in lines for which they have
had adequate undergraduate preparation, with a reasonable presumption thilt
advanced degrees may be taken with the minimum amount of prescribed workand in the minimum time prescribed. Students who choose work In lines for
which their undergraduate course has not prepared them adequately must ex-pect di take more time and do additional work.

GROUP B. Institutions' from which only those graduates of high standing
in their clams who are individually recommended by the department of under-
graduate Instruction correspondiqg to that In which they purpose to do their
graduate work may be admitted on the same basis as graduates from institu-tions In Group A.

GROUP CI Other institutions whose graduates should be admitted to graduate
schools, but with ttie presumption that more than the minimum time and
minimum amount of work will be ordinarily required for an advanced degree.

Graduates of these institutions (In the case of newer and mallet institutions
the graduates of recent classes) presumably will be eligible for admission, with
the limitations and reservations stated above to graduate citizenship or status,
but /without commitment as to the equivalency of the bachelor's degree of an
individual student with that of the university admitting him, and without com-
mitment as to the time which will be required by such students to secure an
advanced degree.

, DIZUCITION OF EDUCATIONAI, TERMS.

A subcommittee of the National Conference Committee on .Stand-
ards of Colleges and Secondary Schools, appointed some years ago
at the suggestion of Commissioner Claxton, presented on March 1,
1918, a report making certain recommendations which, after modi-
cation, were adopted, as follows:

The term "department " is restricted to the various subjects taught ; as, for
instance, department of Latin. mathematics, of physics, etc.

The term "course " is restricted to the Instructional subdivisions of a subject ;
as, for instance, Course I in English.

The term "group" is restricted to a combination of subjects related in con-
tent or method; as, for instance, the group of classical languages, of the bio-
logical sciences, etc.

The term "curriculum" is restricted to a combination of courses leading to
a certificate, a diploma, or a degree.

The term "division" is restricted to the larger administrative units of n
college or university; as, for instance, the extension division, the division of
agriculture, the division of arts and sciences.

The term "school," as applied to part of a university, is restricted to 'that
part the standard of admission to which is not lees than the equivalent of
two years' work In the college, and which offers instruction of not less than two
years' dtiration, leading to a technical or professional degree.

After a long discussion as to the definition of "college," it was
voted to print the following provisional definition for criticism and
further aiscusign,actfon to be taken by the committee next year:

A "college" is an institution requiring for admission graduation from a
standard secondary school, or the equivalent, and offering a four-year curricu-
lum leadipg to tlitiOrtt degree in arts or science, of such Clukreeter as to qualify
for *dingle to a graduate school of recognised standing.

s-
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Stich an institution is indicated.by the following characteristics:
A minl..num requirement for admission-of 15 units of secondary work, not

more than 2 units of conditions being allowed, all special students under 21
years of age being required to meet all of the usual requirements for admission,
preparatory courses, if any, being distinct in faculty, students. and discipline.

A program of studies having a reasonable relation to the resources of the
institution.

A curriculum of 4 years of at least 32, weeks each of actual Instruction.
Not less than eight departments, each having at least one full-time professor.
A staff, two-thirds of which are of professorial rank, having had at least 4

years of study in a graduate School of good stending, receiving salaries of
approximately $2,000 a' year, and teaching not more than 16 hours a week.

A minimum productive emlowtnent, beyond all Indehtednesx, of at least
!!'250,000. .

An annual income of at 'least $40,000 year. at least half of which is expended
for instruction.

An expenditure of at least $1.000 a year for laboratory equipment qnd appa-
ntus, and of at least $500 a year for books and periodicals.
An annual or biennial published report of assets, income, expenditure, faculty,

curricula, and student hotly.

THE NORTH C55TRAI. ASSOCIATION REPoRT ON STANDARDS OF ACCREDITING COLLEGT8
AND CNIVERSITIES.

The North Central Association at the meeting 'of March 21, 1918,
withdrew its membership from the -National Conference Committee,
and at the same time adopted a separate report embodying standards
for accrediting American colleges and universities. The standards
given herewith involve the definition of the "standard American
college," a definition which differs in many respects from that
adopted provisionally by the National Conference Committee:

The "standard American follege" is a college with n four-year curriculum,
with a tendency to differentiate its parts, in such a way that the first two years
are a continuation of. and a supplement to. the work of the secondary instruc-
tion as given in the high school, while the last two years are shaped more or less
distinctly In the direction of special, professional, or university Instruction(

The following constitute the standards for accrediting colleges for the present
year (1918) :

seP.1. The minimum scholastic requirement of all college teachers shall be equiva-
lent to graduation from a college belonging to this association, and graduate
work equal at least to that required for a master's degree. Graduate study and
training in relkaren equivalent to that required, for the Ph. D. degree are
urgently recommended, but the teacher's success Is to be determined by the
efficiency of his teaching as well as by his research work.

2. The college shall require for admission not less than 14 secondary units,.as
defined by this association.

3. The college shall require not less than 120 semester hours for Faduatfon.
4. The college shall be provided with library and laboratory equipment suffi-

cient to develop fully and Illustrate each course announced.
5. The etollege, if a corporate institution, shall possess a. productive endow-

ment of not less than $200,000.-
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6. The college, if a tax-supported institution, shall receive an annual income
of not less than $50.000:

7. The college shall maintain at least eight distinct departments in liberal
arta, ea& with at least one professor giving full Uwe to the college work in
that department. _

& The location and constructip of the buildings, the lighting, heating, and
ventilation of the rooms, the nature of the laboratories, corridors. closets. water
supply, school furniture, apparatus, and methods of cleaning shall be such as
to insure hygienic conditions for both students and teachers.

9. The number of hours of work given by each teacher will vary. in the differ-
ent departments. To determine this, the amount of preparation required for
the clam and the time needed for study to keep abreast of the subject, together

-with the number of students, must be taken into necount; but in no case shall
more than 18 hours per week be required, 15 being recommended as a maximum.

10. The college must be able to. prepare its graduates to enter recognized
graduate schools as candidates for advanced degrtc.s.

11. The college should limit the number of students in a recitation or labora-
tory class to 30.

12. The character of the curriculum, the efficiency of instruction, the scientific
spirit, the standard for regular degrees, the conservatism lu granting honorary
degrees, and the tone of the institution shall also he factors is det,rmining

13. N6 institution shall be admitted to the approved list unless it Ues a total
registration of at least 50 students if it reports itself a junior college and of
at least 100 students if It carries courses beyond junior college.

14. When an institution las, in addition to the ehllege of liberal arts, pro-
fessional or technical schools or departments, the c..)11ege of liberal arts shall
not be accepted for the approved list of the association unless the professional
or technical departments are of an acceptable grade.

No Institution shall be accredited or retained on the secredlted list, unless a
regular blank has-been filed yvith the cotagg&zion, and is tiled triennially, unless
the inspectors have waived tliepresentattun'of the triennial blank

JUNIOR COLLEGE.
.

Three types of junior colleges have recently 'evolved,in this country.
The first type, exemplified in the junior colleges of California, is an
integral part of the State.ucational system. The establisluneut of
junior colleges in connection with the city school 'system tends to

'keep at home in the local junior colleges large numbers of freshmen
find sophomores who otherwise would overcrowd the large universi-
ties and make difficult the prosecution of advanced collegiate and
university work. The desire to relieve the expensive university
plants from the pressure of an undue number of immature students
has been an influential f,actor -in the spread of junior colleges of
dkis type.

The second type is found in Missouri and in the South and South-
western States. These junior colleges are largely the result of the
contraction, of small denominational colleges whose degrees and
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equipment failed to meet ,.he high standards of the leading State
universities of those regions.

The third type of junior college has recently appeared. in Wis-
consin, the State legislature having granted the State normal schools
the privilege of reorganizing their work on the junior college 'plan.

DISTRIBUTION OF JUNI(1R COLLEGES IN TILL UNITED STATES.

The following table gives the number and distribution by States
of the independent junior colleges:

TABLE 1. .V um her dOtribution of Junior voriefle.

California_____ _

Missouri
Virginia
Texas

Junior colleges. Jontor colleges.
15 : Minnesota_ 2
13 West Virginia._ 2
It) Idaho 1

It) lowit 1

Illinois !i Kansas 1

Kentucky 4 Louisiana I
fleorgia..... ___. ___ 3 Oregon.. ___ 1
North Carolina__. 3 Washington__ . 1

Tennessee 3

Alai, AMR.
I

2 1.4 ItIl I _ _ _ _ _ ..

11c1..gan .)

Not Including the normal Reboots of Wkeonsin

STANDARDS OF CUltEDITINO JUNIOR COLLEGES.

The growth of the junior college in its varied forms has called for
the adoption of certain standards applicable to those institutions.
With this in mind the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, at its 1918 meeting, adopted the following stand-
ards of accrediting junior colleges:

A " standard Junior college" Is tin institution with a curriculum covering two
years of collegiate work (at least eal semester hoUra, or the equivalent in year,
or term, or quarter credits), which is based upon and continues or supple-
ments the work of secondary instruction as given in an accredited four-year
high school. A semester hour is defined as one period of classroom work In
lecture or recitation extending through not lets thnn 50 minutes net or their
equivalent per week for a period of 18 weeks, two periods of laboratory work
being counter-as the equivalent of one hour of lecture or recitation:

1. The minimum scholastic requirements of all teachers of classes In the
junior college shall he graduation from a colleg0 belonging to this association,
or an equivalent, and in addition, andante work in a university of recognised
standing amounting to one year.

2. The junior college shall require for registration as a junior-college stu-
dent the completion by the student of it letuit 14 units of highschool work
as defined by this emaciation.

3. The work of the junior (allege meat be organized on a collegiate as dis-
tinguished from a high-school basis.

.
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4. The teaching schedule of instructors teaching junior-college classes shall be
limited to 22 hours per week; for Instructors devoting their whole time to
junior- college classes 18 hours shall be a maximum; 15 hours is recommended
as the maximum:

5. The limit of the number of students in a recitation o`i laboratory class in a
junior college shall be 30.

6. Students registered in a junior college who are permitted to enroll in regu-
lar high-school classes shall not be given full junior-college credit for such
work, and In no case shall the credit thus given exceed two-thirds of the
usual high-school credit. No junior college will be accredited unless it has
a registration of 25 stud&Its if It offers but a single year, and 50 students
if it offers more than a single rear.

7. The junior college shall have library and laboratory facilities sufficient
to carry on its work the same as it would be carried on in the first two years'
of an accredited standard college.

PIETY YEARS OF THE LAND-GRANT cOLLEGES.

Perhaps no institutions have grown more rapidly in power and
in the public favor than the land-grant colleges. These institutions
distinctly belong to theState; at the same, time they are the only
group of institutions with Federal affiliations. Because of this dual
attachment they have played an increasingly important part in de-
veloping not only our great national resources but also a true
national spirit. The important place which the applied sciences now
hold in modern university curricula is in a large measure due to
the progrOssive educational policies of the land-grant colleges.
Every State in the Union, including the Territories of Hawaii and
Port Rico, has one or more institutions receiving the benefits of the
Federal land-grant college funds. Alaxstat is the only Territory
which has not established teeollege of agriculture and mechanic arts.
.although it hasrecently accepted the offer of Federal support. Of
the 68 land-grant institutions, 51 are for whites and 17 for Negroes.
The following comparative tables show tlee general status of these
institutions from the standpoints of attendance, teaching force, and
income:

Comparative statistical table of land-grant colleges at the close of nearly 50
years of existence.

Average number of white students :
ENROLLMENT,

Average number pf all laud-grant college ou-
In 1918-1915 110,854 deutc :
In 1915-1917 120,969 In 1918-1013 120,064Increase 10,613 In 1915-1917 181, 952

Per cent of Inerease___- 9.8 Increase 11, 888
Average number of colored students : Per cent of increase 9.0In 1918-1915 9,710

In 1915-1917 10,982
Increase- 1,272

-Per cent of increase 18
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romparatire statistical table of land-grant colleges at thr close of nearly 50
gears of exist etsee7:--Con t I nnerl.

NUMBER

Average number of white teachers :
In 1913-1915 9,380
In 1915-1917 9,885

Increase 505
Per cent of Increase__ _ _ 5.8

Average number of colored teachers :
In 1913-1915 520
In 1915-1017 539

I nerea'se 19
Per cent of Increase 3.6

OF TtACTIERR.

Average numb. r of I land grant college
teachers:

In 1913-1915 9,900
In 1915 -1917 10,420

Increase 520
Pei cent of increase 5.2

STCUE \ TR ENROLLED IN MILITARY fi IENCI,...

Ay! Inge number of white students : Average numbs: of all students :
In 1913-1914 27,673 In 1913-1915 29,905
In 1915-1917 32,486 In 1915-1917 34,222

Increase.... "i".4... 4, 815 Increase 4, 317
Pcr rent of Increase__ 17 Per cent of Increase 14. 4

Average number of negro students :
In 1913-1915 . 2,232
In 1915-1917 1,732

Loss 496 .
Per.eent of los. 22

'TOTAL INCOY6

Average total income :
In 1913-1915 $33, 333, 859

1915-1917 $39, 600, 345
Increase $6, 266, 486
Per cent of Increase_ 18.7

TILE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES AND EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

The Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experi-
ment Stations the principal collegiate association with an exclus-
ively land-grant college menalatrshiP) in its last two meetings has
given special attention to the questions of internal administration.
The complex character of the land-grant college, with its divisions
of liberal arts, agriculture, engineering, home economics, and experi-
ment stations, has raised problems somewhat difficult of solution.
The committee on college organization and policy of the association
at its 1017 meeting made a report concerning the administrative
relationships of the agricultural college. The report, which 'was ac-
cepted by the association, was 'based upon a statement of principles
and recommendations prepared by the specialist in agricultural edu-
cation of the Bureau of Education. The recommendations contained
in the report I follow:

1: That the individual specialist, capable of working independently, should
be 'regarded as the unit of organization.

An agnplitleatiOn of these recommendations may he found In Higher Education Oren-
r No. 8, u. 8. paean of Education.

111008°-19--8
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2. That the group of working specialists on any one of the recognized sub-
jects, regardless of the kind of service, should constitute the subject- matter
department.

3. That specialists should devote their time mainly to one kind of service,
but provision should be made for exchanges for the mutual advantage of each.

4. That one member of each department should be designoted as Chnirtnan,
or administrodive head.

5. That the members of the subject-matter department should he given a
voice in the designation of their chairman or administrative head.

6. That authority for subject mattes. should he confined to the group of
specialists comprising the subject-matter department, and that administrative
control should be limited to the amount .and method of work.

7. That the distribution of administrative authority should he on the basis
of flte kind of service.

That the 'three kinds of service, each in charge of a second:117 adminis-
trative officer. should he coordinated under a chief executive who. In the (Ilse of
a large institution composed of several faculty groups, should be tin officer

ether than the president.
9. That the official designation "dean im an agricultural college should he

applied only to the chief executive officer who Is responsible for the coordi-
nation of the three phases of agricultural service, and that of "director"
shonki be applied to the coordinate of in churge of each of the three lines
of servictresident, instruction, research, and extension..

10. That when one individual performs the duties of two or mover- tyltices
his official designation should identify clently the aftirer with the respectivt
offices assigned.

11. That the leaders In charge of the various phases of the extension service
should be regarded as administrative officers nail should not usittii the duties
of the specialists in the various subjects. Wherq an individual serves both
as specialist and administrative lender, n (Mai responsibility should be recog-
nised.

12. That In the promotion of extension projeits controlled by eithe con-
nected or cooperating colleges, the same stiministrativtf relations with the
Sehject-matter departments concerned should exist ns with departments that
sce-organically connected.

13 'kat incoming correspondence, eteept that of an administrative Wore,
should be o the subject-matter departments concerned, nod there re-
ferred to the Indira nal hest qualified to supply the information called for.

14. That Specialists In whatever kind of service should be on an equal basis
fromthe standpoint of rank and official designation. Tf differentiation of ex-
tension and research specialists is desirable, the prefixes "extension" and
"fesearch," respectively, may be used In connection with the custonmry pro-.
tensorial titles.

The accompanying diagram may serve to explain the administra-
tive relationships referred to above.
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Common mlnalntstratle relationships to colleges of agriculture. AdmInIstratire author-
ity follows two channelsone through the directors In charge of each kind of service
and the other trannyentel) through the seems] beads of departments frequently reunit-
ing In confliet. The remedy consists in trsasterring administrative authority from the
bends of departments fa thes directors of the three kinds of genie,, resulting to single
adbrinistrative control.
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4 NEW ASSO(LIATIONTILE AMERICAN ASSOCIAT;ON (W UNIVERSITY IN-

STRUCTORS ACCOUNTING.

The teachers of accounting of 16 universities met at Columbus.
Ohio, December 8, 1916, and formed an organization known as the
American Association of University Instructors in Accounting. The
pmpo:Fe of this organization is to advance the cause of education fur
business through the study of accounting, to have suitable oppor-

.tunities for the discussion of probleais, to promote more intimate
mutual acquaintanceship, to further the standsirdization of courses,
and to recommetul policies regarding the reception of migrating
students.

The charter members are from the following universities: Cali-
_

fornia, Duquesne, Pittsburgh, Cornell, Yale, Ohio State, Ohio, Cin-
cinnati, Oregon, Wisconsin, Texas, Illinois, Minnesota. Northwestern,
Brigham Young, and New York. Theassociation reported .154 de-
gree-granting institutions which offer courses in accounting. in this
country.

4

UNIVERSITY SURVEYS ANI) THE SURVEY MOVEMENT.

Since 1915, eight States' have voluntarily submitted their tax-
supported higher educational institutions to expert criticism in order
to determine their needs with more scientific precision. These sur-
veys have been conducted under the auspices of the Bureau of Edu-
cation, with cooperation of experts of State and National reputation.
The result is that the colleges, on the whole, have been able to
strengthen their influence in their constituencies, and correspond-
ingly, the ganeral public and the legislatures have been led to give
a more intelligent and sympathetic support than heretofore. The
reports of the surveys of the State institutions of Oregon, Iowa,
Washington, North Dakota, and Nevada have been discussed in pre!
ceding reports. (See Reports of the Commissioner, 1915, pp. 145;
1916, pp. 121.)

THE SURVEY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA. .

During the fall of 1916 a survey of educational conditions in the
State of Arizona was begun. The study of the State university was
made by the specialist in higher education of the Bureau of Educa-
tion, and President. Livingston Farrand, of the University of Colo-.
rado.

,Tbe following States have concluded surveys of their. lee-supported Institution*
of higher education : Oregon, Iowa, In 1915; Washington, Nftth Dakota, Nevada, Arizona.
In Hilti; South Dakota In 1917. The reports of the first Ave surveys, with, the excep-
tion of the Oregon survey, are now published as bulletin's of the Bureau of Education.
The other reports are In press. The UpiversIty of Oregon purvey Is published by the
University.
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The following -brief summary includes a few of the, more impor-
tant recommendations of the committee :

Summary of rccoalmendations.

(a) IThe better tiCtritntion of the college courses to the needs of the State.
to The rejection by the legislature of any proposals to separate the college

of agriculture or tiny other technical division from the main body of the uni-
versity, and to establish it at another place.

(c) The extension of the tenure of office of tint regents front four to eight.
years.

(d) A. more definite policy respecting the tenure of the university faculty.

THE SOUTH DAKOTA SURVEY.

The South Dakota survey was conducted during the fall and winter
of 1917. The survey conunittee was composed of the specialist in
rural school practice, the specialist in higher education, and the spe-

kialist in agricultural education of the Bureau of Education, in
collaboration with Prof. Alexander Inglis, of Harvard University,
and local officers appointed by the State. Pie 'following brief sum-
mary of re( ormitendations is given:

1. It was recommended that the State university, the State college. and the
State school of mines be consolidated into a single institution: located prefer-
ably in the central portion of the State.

Y. In case consolidation seems impracticable, it was recommended that the
school of mines be abolished and that the State university and the State college
readjust their curricula and courses so as to ovoid needless duplication. The
principle of major and service Linea of work yas reindorsed.

3. It WOS also recommended that one or more junior colleges be established
us a part of the State higher educational system,

In this and other surveys the Bureau of Education has stood for
pollicies which would tend to improve the mutual relations of State-
controlled ihstitutions of higher education in harmony with the pecu-
liar needs of each State. The bureau has consistently urged the
continuance or the adoption of the principle of consolidation when
practica,ble. It has also pointed out the distinctive gelds of each
State institution on the basis of justifiable duplication when consoli-
dation was impracticable.

7nE SUPIIBME COURT OF MASSACHUSETTS SETS. ASIDE TILE HARVARD-

TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT.

For nearly three years Harvard 'University and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology have avoided expensive duplication in the
teaching of engineering by the adoption of an excellent plan of

h'p a more extentleildiscussion of this and other surveys see Billetln, 1918, No, 45,
Educational Surveys, For report on nortual Micah; see Bulletin, *917, No. 48, Educa-
tional Conditions in Arlsonu.
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-cooperation. Under this plan the university turned over to the in-
stitute three-fifths of the income of the McKay endowment (now
about $1,500,000) and agreed to useithe extensive lahoratorie, of th!.,
institute fel-the training of men seeking engineering degrees. The
engineering faculties of both institutions were merged into a single
faculty, which worked under the executive control of the president
of the institute. Each institution retained control of its own ex-
penditures and determined its own engineering degree requirements.
According to President Maclaurin, the " agreement marked on epoch
in the history of educational progress in this country." "-The end
sought was to build up an educational machine more useful to the
community and to the Nation than anything that could be main-
tained by either the thstitute or the university acting independ-
ently." The result of the merger has proven very satisfactory. both
institutions having gained thereby in educat. nal power.

Inasmuch as the validity of the agreement nul been questioned, the
university asked the .supreme court of the to for a decision on the
matter. The following extracts from the decision made November
27, 1917, are given herewith:

Mr. McKay Intended that not only the Investment of the endowment finals
but the education which his endowment was to make portsible should be
the control and direction of the university, its government. and administration.

In our opinion, the Intention of Gordon McKny Is not in fact carried out In
the agreement in controversy, as we have construed its provisions In their
practical operation.

We are constrained to instruct the plaintiff that it can not lawfully carry
out this agreement between it and the institute, as far as respects the property
received by the University, under the deeds of trust and the will of Gordon
McKay.7-(Massachusetts Reports, 228, 1918.)

According to Prof Swain:
The decision Indicates quite clearly that It was not cooperation with T441-

Won. In itself that was considered to render the agreement Invalid, but only
the character of that cooperation. It had the appearance of putting too much
control, of school and finance into the hands of Teinotogy. Tile Technology
faculty had practical control of the Harvard school.

Notwithstanding the advemopinion of the court, the authorities
of both institutinns set about to develop a new plan which would
yield the advantages of cooperation without being contrary to the
provisions of the McKay will. A plan was recently adopted which
seems to Meet the necessary requirements, having received the ap-

% ?royal of the trustees of the McKay estate and the governing boards-.
of the university, and it now awaits the approval of the court. The
new Phiniollowl:
*Voted to establish, a school of engineering upon the following basis:

Whereas, in reconstructing an engineering -school tikilarvardiunivertuty, it
Is important to lay stress upon fundamental petudelegii:,to MOM use of the
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course's la Harvard College so far HS is consistent with the curriculum of the
schisol: and to conduct the schobi under a faculty of Its omen, the corporation
hereby adopts the following plan of organization:

1. Name. The 1111 IIS' of the school shall be the Harvard Engineerhig School.
2. Departments. The school shall provide " all grades of instruction from the

lowest to the highest," and the instructlim provided ehall " be kept accessible
to pupils who have had no other opportunites of previous education than those
which the fret public schools afford."

3. Adattmkboot. Inasmuch ut the entrance examinations to Harvard College -
now admit freely boys from wood high *hoods, the requirements for adinissiton
to the engineer mg school shall he the mune as fur admission. to Harvard Col-.
lege. Admilgsion to 111Ivancol standing aril apecial study shall be administered
by the enginveriag faculty. e

4. Fees. The fees of students In the school shall be the same as for students
In Harvard College, -except that supplementary fees for additional or for
laboratory courses may be charged.

5. Classrooms and laboratories. The work of the school shall he carried on
in the classro(ans find laboratories of the university, but arrangements may be
made from Hine to time for the use of the facilities of other institutions for
any part of the work tin its advanced technical course's) when the needs,
financial resources, and best interests of the school so reqtdre.

Arrangements for. the use of facilities of other institutions, or the inter-
change Of instruction, shall be made for a period of only one year at a time.

When there shall be income from the funds of the McKay endovfment avail-
able, In the Judgment of the president and fellows, for the construction of new
buildings for Gm engineering school, containing offices, laboratories, workrooms,
alai ClaSSro011114, such buildings are to be (-constructed on Harvard University
monads and hear, the name of Gordon McKay.

II. Faculty. The faculty of the school shall consist of the president of the
university and of those profefhtors, associate professors. assistant professors,
and Instructors appointed for more than one year, the greater part of whosk
work of insitnetion is (lone In the school, and of a limited number of ether-

r teachers of subjects offered in the school' to be appointed In the usual way.
Tit- term of apPointmenrof a teacher from any other rinstitution who gives
in ruction in the school shall be for one year only ; -his title shall be lecturer,
instructor, or assistant. .

The faculty shall, under the direction of the corporation, have control of
all instruction given in the school wherever the Instruction may be given.

7. Degrees. A student satisfactorily fulfilling the requirements of a pre-
* scribed four-yeear program in any of the engineering fields shall be awarded

the degree of bachelor of science in that field.
The degree of muster of *deuce, or an equivalent degree, shall be awarded

upon the successful completion of at least one additional year of study. For
. the doctors' degree the requirements shall be similar to those in -the graduate

ii.school of arts and sciences.

.

10. This plan Shall be submitted to the supreme judicial court of Ainsenchtt-
setts, or a Justice thereof, for approval.

another institation.or by other instructora
allow credit toward the degree under its .control for Instruction received at

to qualified students of other institution&

faculty of Ult engineering school may, la Its discretion from tinge to time:

9. Courses In the school, or the services .of .Its staff, may 1w Made available

8. Credit for Instruction elsewhere. A s in the case of every faculty, the

.

,
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Tim RII0DES SCHOLARsIIIPA..

Nearly one-half of the 400 American Rhodes scholars are now in
military !Cr Government service, including practically all- of the
men of recentyears. Six, according to present reports, have lost
their lives hr theservice. Since 191-1 the regular operation of the
scholarships has been seriously interfered with by the war, Anal
before the United States entered the struggle a large number of the
men had already engaged in relief work in Belgium or in duties con-
nected with the Red Cross, the V. M. -C. A., and the ambulance serv-
ices. .

Since the entry of the United States into the war no inane selec-
tions of American Rhodes scholars hive been made. the appoint-
ments, howei.er, are only postponed, and the vacancies will be filled.
when ofmlitions are again normal. New plans for giving publicity
for the scholarships and for making the svlections are now being
worked out. It seems probable that thecresult of the war will be to
intensifythe interest in the scholarships nssue means for the unifi-
cation of the Anglo-Saxon race. Thb Germ, scholarships have been
abolished by a special act of Parliament and the funds allotted to
various British 'colonies. The University of Oxford has instituted
the degree of Ph. D. and is preparing for eitensive organization of
graduate work.

In this connection a mission from the British universities which
hassjust finished a.tour of the United States is undertaking to arrive
at agreements with American universities for mutual recognition of
graduate work and for the xchange of students and professors. It
is expected that many Am6rican officers may -he able to spend some
tiMe in 'English universities during the period of demobilizatioq
and to that end special short courses have been established in most
English institutions for the special benefit of these men. For ex-

alt American students, whether Rhodes schohits or not, will
be eligible-to take degrees at Oxford under the new war regulations.
These regulations provide that any man who has been in military
service for at least a year Can be admitted .to the university without
examination, excused from all intermeditite examinations, and
allowed to take his degree in two'years, or even in one if he has had

'the necessary preparation.
It is perhaps too. soon to speak of any large results of the Ilhodes

scholarships on American education. It may, however, be noted RS
significant that the system of honors, examinations, and of tutorial
instruction has been rapidly gaining ground in Atherichn universi-
ties during the last half dozen years, and in most institute where
this-is the case Rhodes scholars are engaged in the

..new plan.
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In order to faeilitate the new arrangements for the selection Of
Rhodes scholars in the United States and to provide a cownient
source of information on this side of the ocean, the Rhodes trusTees
have recently appointed Prof. Frank Aydelotte, of the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., as American secre-
tary for the schdlarships.

TILE CARN EWE PENSION A;ND INSURANCE SCHEMES.

Eby in 1916 President Pritchett, of the Carnegie Foundation, ..

proposed a new-plan which, it was hoped, would gradually supplant
the pension systeni which has been administered by the Foundation.
for the past 10 years. The plan as describeUy the Dartmouth com-
Mittee, which is'included in the replies of the presidents and com-
mittees of the associated institutions concerning the proposal, in the
eleventh annual report of the Carnegie Foundation. contemplates

,

Th0 'incorporation under the laws of New York of an insurance and annuity
agency for the benefit of college teachers. Each teacher upon his entrance
Into service in the college would be required to take out with this Insurance
agency a minimum amount of term insurance to mature at the age of (15, and
to purchase by annual contributions a minimum annuity which would begin
upon retirement trout teaching and at the expirntion of the Insurance. To
make thc.annulty provision effective, n separate savings association Is to be
created which receives the annual contributions of the teachers and invests
them, purchasing at the, time of retirement with the accumulations an annuity
from the insurance association. It Is proposed that the college shall par-
ticipate to the extent of 56 per cent q!gthe cost of insurance and annuity up
to an agreed minimum, or as an alternative that the college shall contribute
only toward the purchase of the =tatty. The Individual is friig to Increase
the amount of both Insurance and. annuity at will, and 1t. is excted that he
will increase his contributions as his s.alary increases. The details of the plan
are not fully stated. It is clear, however, that agency expenses, a large factor
in old line insurance, would be avoided!

Administrative expenses and.taxes are apparently to be borne by. the Founda-
tion, although at one point there Is a suggestion that the administrative ex-
penses may come froni surplus if there is any. It Is not .definitely stated
what- disposition would be made of tvrplus, should the mortality experience
prove to be more favorable than the (hies upon which the rates will be based,
but the inference is deer that such a condition will lead to the payment
of dividends to the policyholders. .The Foundation is to guarantee 41 per cent
interest on Invested fuhds. ..

One unique and distinctly favorable feature of the plan Is that which pro-
vides for the return of accumulations toward an annuity in case of death, dis-
ability, or withdrawal before the annuity i s available. Again, even after the
annuitant has come Into possessicA of h annual income, any balance of in-
vested funds to his account are returned to his estate in cage of death,

In case of death of the annuitant, his widow receive half Of its annalty
during her life. The disability prhdleges are to be made available at the end
of .I6 years as proAsur Instead of 26 years under the.present.pthoi. After this
Peitod of service and In case of comet*. disability, the Foundlgon will, at its
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own cost, pay the insurance premiums and a minimum pension of $1..200 a year
during the period of disability.

The plan was not well received on its first submission to the asso-
ciated institutions. It was, however, readily conceded that the
Foundation would have to be relieved of some of its growing finan-
cial burdens. But the institutions which are beneficiaries of the
Foundation expressed the opinion that:

The privileges and expectations which have been crested under the exist-
ing rules of the Carnegie Foundation constitute moral claims tigninst the en .
des -meat on the part of such teachers and administrative officers now on the
Staff of associated institutions as-under the present rules would receive retir-
ing allowances and that adequate provision for scrupdlously satisfying all
these claims should be made before the fund is otherwise drawn upon.'

In view of the opposition to the plan, the matter was officially
brought to the attention of a joint commission including six mem-
bers of the board of trustees, two members of the American Associa-
tion of University Professors, one member of the Association of
American Universities, one member of the National Association of
State Universities, and one mernber"of the Association of American
Colleges. After mature consideration the commission tinan inttnisly
adopted the following resolutions:

Voted: Referring to the resolution of the board of trustees of the Carnegie
Foundation, adopted in Ntietither. 1915, that " whatever plan is finally adopted
will be devised with scrupulous regard to the privileges and expectations
which have been created wider existing,, rules," this commission expresses the
opinion that the extension to all teachers at present in the associated Institu-
tions of the privilege of continuing in the present system would completely
meet all their reasonable expectations. The commission ILA-aunts that the
trustees of the Carneule Foundation will in due time announce a date atk.r
which the privileges and expectations of the present system will not be avail-
able to those newly entering upon the profession of teaching.

Voted: That the trustees of the Carnegie Foundation be requested to give
all possible consideration to the needs of the older teachers in institutions
which are not yet, but may be later, associated with the Foundation.

Voted: The commission does not know the extent to which assistance can
be obtained outside the present funds of the Foundation, but It is acting on
the expectation of substantial assistance In carrying a large but limited load,
apti with the further understanding that adequate assistance can not be
Obtained to carry on the ever-increasing pension burden without culling upon
Institutions and individual teachers to bear a share.
- In harmony with the last recommendation the commission recom-
mended to the trustees of the Carnegie Foundation a plan of insur-
ance and annuities. The purpose of this new organization is
to set.Up the machinery mucks whim% the teacher may protect himself and
him family- from dependence, whether by his own death or by old age -Oz by
dlambnity;, to fgraleh to the teacher the security of a contract, Imo that the
man who enters upon the accumulation et as 11,1310210 at 30 way have a

"Eleventh Annual Report of Carnegie Foundation.
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contract for its fulfillment at thi agreed age; to afford these forms of pio-
tection In such manner aa to leave to the teacher the utmost fteedons of action
and to make his migration from one Institution 16 another easy. Finally,
whatever machinery is set up to accomplish these purpoees should be operated
at a mat within the reasonable ability of the teacher 19 pay.

The proposed charter embodying these purposes is under tare title
of the Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association of
The incorporators who subscribed their names February 1, 1918, are
as follows: Elihu Root, Nicholas Murray Butler, Arthur Twining
Hadley, Jacob Gould Selitirman, Alex. C. Humphreys, Charles
P. Stone. John Bassett Moore. Robert Weep de Forest, George
Woodward Wickersham, Newcomb Carlton. Edward Robinson,'
George Foster Peabody, and Henry S. Pritchett...

ACADEMIC FREEIMM OF SPEECH.

Up to the year 1917-18 the problem of academic freedom. of speech
involved chiefly the expression of opinions on social and economic
questions. With the coining of the war the danger zoke shifted. It
is natural in times of great national tension like the present that tljie
personal views.of thinking men should be expressed with gre
vigor or passion than usual. Different ; of opinion on questions of
national or international policy, ventilated with heat on both sides,
easily lead to :he impugninent of motives and even to the dainniqg
charge of disloyalty. As a result 'of this surcharged condition* of
the intellectun atmosphere, pt my doubtless well-meaning individuals
have suffe le extreme academic penalty for utterances which
under ordinary eirctulistances would be passed by with scant notice
or criticism. There has developed, therefore, a special problem of
academic freedom of speech in war time.

Lama s° OPINIONS Oi THK P101111.1ULLS OF ACAHKAHC FIIKEDOU LW SPEECH.

One of die discussions on this subject,appesrecl in-the-joint report
of the Columbia University committee on education and the special
committee on the state of teaching. It is of particular interest- as
embodying an expression of the policy of the board of trustees:

In the whole history of the university, dismissals from the nniveralty of a
member of the teaching stair have been but slain number; and Abe record

- shows that in all of these canes but one the Judgment and opinion of representa-
tive members of the teaching staff were before the trustees as an.Amportant
element In affecting their action. In the one exceptional case the minions for
action had no reference to the academic work or relators of the person con.
earned.

The power of removal has been *reread DY the trustees only In these Teri
rare Instances, awl then gall after tali Investigation and leave in the one case
above mentioned) consultation with- members of the faculties. In each cage
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there had been a state of facts which in the Judgment of the trustees rendered
suck action Imperative.

In view of these facts there can be no ground for apprehension on the part
of anyone that the charter powers of the trustees will be arbitrarily exercised.

In the whole history of Columbia University there is no instance \Ogre
the trustees have ever subjeqed any teacher to restraint or discipline by reason*
of his classroom teaching. The trustees have more than once been urged by
other members of the university, by alumni, by pArents of students, and by the
public press, to take action of this character', but they have never done so. Yet
ultimate decision as to whether the influence of a given teacher is Injurious to
private morals or dangerous to public order and security is one which the trus-
tees may neither shirk nor share nor delegate. We fully concur in the opinion
'expressed by the president in his annual report for 1910 that academic freedom
imposes academic responsibility, and that there are distinct limitations upon
academic freedom which should be self-imposed, namely, " the limitations im-
posed by common morality, common sense, common loyalty, and a decent re-
spect for the opinions of mankind."

In the 1916-17 annual report. of the president of Columbia Univer-
sity a more complete statement is made concerning the questions of
academic freedom and tenure, the following quotations from which
are herewith appended:

It would be little short of a calamity were it not possible for an academic
teacher to change his place of occupation without thereby reflecting upon the
intelligence or the integrity of those with whom he had been associated, and
similarly, if it became innxissible for the governing board of a school system
or of aschool or college to substitute one teacher for another without bringing
charges against the person displa&s1. Any contrary theory assumes a preestab-
lished harmony of which not even Leibnitz dreamed and a preestablished
competence which would render It impossible for anyone to be appointed to
a teaching position who was not Ipso facto entitled to steady promotion and
increase In compensation and to a lifelong tenure. Security of tenure
Is desirable, but competence and loyalty are more desirable still, att.1 n secure
tenure purchased at the price of Incompetence and disloyalty must sound a
deathkuell to every educational system or institution where it prevails. These
are all matters of grave importance in the government of an educational sys-
tem or an educational institution. They can not be dismissed with phrases or
formulas, but must be met and decided in accordance with sound principle and
the public interest.

There Is no real reason to fear 'that academic TreedOm is or ever
has been in the slightest danger in the United States. Evidence to the contrary
Is quite too manifold and too abundant. What is constantly in danger, how-
ever, is a jn« sense of academic obligation. When a teacher accepts an invita-
tion to become a member of an academic society, he thereupon loses some of
the freedom that he formerly possessed. He remains, as before, subject to the
restrictions and the punishments of the law ; but in addition he has voluntarily
accepted the restrictions put upon him by the traditions, the organization, and
the purposes of the institution with which he has become associated. Try as he
may, he can no longer write or speak in his own name alone. Were he to
succeed in so doing, what be might write or say would have, in nine cases out of
ten, no significance and no hearing. What he writes or says gains significance
and a hearing Wean,* of the prestige of the academic society to which Ike
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belongs. To that prestige, with nil that that word means, the academic teacher
owes a distinct, a constant, and a compelling obligation. To Maintain -one's
connection with an academic society while at war with its purposes or disloyal
to Its traditions and organization is neither wise nor just. No one Is"com-
pelted to remain In an academic association which he dislikes or which makes
him um,oinfortable. What the ancient- Stoic said of life itself is true of a uni-
versity: "The door Isahvays open to anyone who has an excuse of leaving."

On the other hand, academic obligation is reciprocal. The academic society
of which the individual teacher Is a member owes him encouragement, com-
pensation as generous as Its resources-will afford, and protection from unfair
attack and criticism, as well as from all avoidable hamperings and embarrass-
ments in the prosecution of his intellectual work. Each individual member of
an academic society is In some degree a keeper of that society's conscience and
reputation. As such, the society as a whole must give him support, assistance,
a MI opportunity.

The same type of mind which Insists that it knows no country but humanity,
and that one should atm to be a citizen of no State but only of the world,
indulges itself in the fiction that one may be disloyal to the academic society
c.hich he has voluntarily joined, In order to show devotion to something that
he conceives to be higher and of greater ,value. Both contentions affront com-
mon sense and are the result of that muddied thinking which to-day is bold
l'nough to misuse the noble name of philosophy. One effect of much recent
teaching of what once was ethics is to weaken all sense of obligation of every
kind except to one's own appetites and desire for instant advantage. That eco-
nomic determinism which is confuted every time a human heart beats In sym-
pathy and which all history throws to the winds has in recent years obtained
much influence among those who, for lack of a more accurate term, call them-
selves intellectuals. These are fbr the most part men who know so emany
things which are not so that they make ignorance appear to be not only inter-
esting but positively important. They abound just now in the lower and more
salable forms of literary production, and 010 are not without representation in
academic societies.

The time has not yet come, however, when rational persons can contemplate
with satisfaction the rule of the literary and academic Boisheviki or permit
them to seize responsibility for the Intellectual life of the Nation.

Neglect of one's academic obligation, or carelessness regarding it, gives rise
to difficult problems. Men a mature yours who -have achieved reputation
enough to be invited to occupy a post of responsibility in a university ought
not to have to be reminded that there is such a thing as academic obligation
and that they fall short In it. Itis humiliating and painful to find, with in-
creasing frequency and In different parts of the country, men in distinguished
academic posts, who choose to act in utter disregard of the plainest dictates
of ethics and good conduct. It Is fortune indeed that, however conspicuous
are instances of this disregard, they are in reality negligible in number when
compared with the vast body of loyal, qevoted, and scholarly American
academic teachers. It is noticeable, too, that instances of this lack of sense
of obligation rarely arise, if ever, in the case of those men whose intellectual
occupations bring them in contact with real things. It is only when a man is
concerned chiefly with opinions and views, and those opinions and views of
his own making, that he finds and yields to the temptation to make his
academic association the football of his own ambitions or emotions.
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The opinion of the committee on academic freedom-and academic
tenure, of the American Association of University Professors, is as
follows,'

It is a grave abuse of the power of dismissal when it is .used to deny to
members of the university faculties the enjoyment of their fundamental con-
stitutiolfal rights as citizens; and an institution in which dismissal is possible
upon such a ground as was officially put forward In this case Is oue in which
adequate guaranties of academic freedom are manifestly lucklug. It is in
some respects a sun- graver abuse of power when administrative officers or
governing boards attempt by their official declarations publicly to attach the
stigma of treasonable or seditious conduct to an individual teacher because
Of acts of his which are in fact neither treasonable nor seditious.

When charges are brought against a member of a college or university
faculty upon any'ground, the proceedings should, as a matter of course, be
strictly judicial In character, and should be in accord with the principle of
faculty responsibility. lu tidier words, the persoe accused should be entitled
to have the charges against him stated In writing In specific terms, and to
have a fair trial on those charges before either the judicial committee of. the
faculty or a joint committee composed of an equal number of profestfors and
trustees, which should render definite finding, stating In case of a decision
advefse to the accused the pref.:Ise acts uu which the decision is based. The
importance of maintaining these procedural safeguards against hasty or unjust
action Is, If possi14, even greater at a time of popular excitement and height-
ened passions than under normal conditions.

One of the most helpful statements made this year bearing on the
question of academic freedom is that found in President Lowell's
annual report. for 1916-17. The following quotations are of special
interest:

The war has brought to the front In nentletnie life ninny qnestione which are
new, or present themselves to many people In n new light. One of these is
liberty of speech on the part of the professor: anti it seems a not unfitting time
to analyze the prinelplelf involved, and seek to discover their limitations. In
so doing I shall deal only with higher education, that Is with universities anti
collejtea

lasperieuce has proved, and probably no one would now deny, that knowledge
can advance, or at least can advance rapidly, only by means of an unfettered
search for truth on the part of those who devote their lives to seeking It in
their respective fields, and by complete freedom in Imparting to their pupils
the truth that they have found.

The .teaching by the professor in his classroom 011 the subjects within the
scope of his chair ought to be absolutely free. He mast teach the truth as he
has found it and sees It. This is the primary condition of academie freedotu,
and any viohttiou of It endangers intellectual progress. In order to Make it
secure it is essential that the teaching in the classroom should be confidentlai.
This does not mean that It Is secret, but that what is said there should not he
published. If the remarks of the instructor were repeated by the pupils in
the public pews he would be subjected to constant criticism by people not
familiar with the subject, who misunderstood his teaching; anti, what is more
Important, he would certainly be mistreated, because his remarks would he
reported by the student without their context or the qualifications that glee

ISee Bulletin of American Association of University Profeesors, April, 1018.
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them their accuracy. Moreover, If the rule that remarks in the classroom
shall not he reported for publication elsewhere is to be maintained, the professor
himself must not report them. Lectures open to the public stand on a different
footing. ;rat lectures in 34 private cIassroom must not he given by the instructor
to the newspapers. That principle is. I believe, observed in ull reputable in-
stitutions.

Every professor must, therefore. he wholly unrestrained in publishing the
results of his study in the field of his professorship. It is needless to add that
for the dignity of his profession, for the maintenance of its privileges, as well
as for his own reputation among his fellows, whatever be writes or say
his own subject should be uttered as a scholar, in a scholarly tone and f
This is a matter of decorum, not of discipline; to be remedied by a suggest!
not by a penalty.

Iu troublous times much we coferious difficulty and much more confusion oft
thought arises from the oilier lalf of our subject, the right of a professor to
express his views without restraint on matters lying outside the sphere of his
professorship. Thin is not a question of academic freedom in its true sense,
but of the personal liberty of the citizen. It has nothing' to do with liberty
of research and instruction in the subject for which the professor occupies the
chair that wakes him a member of the university.

The university or college is under certain obligations to its students. It
compels them to attend courses of Instruction, and on their side they have a
right not to be compelled to listen to remarks offensive or Injurious to them on
subjects of which the instructor is not a master, a right which the teacher is
bound to respect.

In spite. however. of the risk of Wilily to the institution, the objections to
restraint upon what payfessors may say its citizens WOW to be far greater
than the harm (lone by leaving them free. In the first place. to impose orlon
the teacher In a university restrictions to which IllberS of other profiss-
sinus. lawyers, physicians, engineers, and so forth. are not subjected, would
produce a sense of irritation and humiliation.

In accepting a chair under such conditions a mail would surrender a part
of his liberty ; what he might say would be submitted to the censorship of a
board of trustees, and he would not be a free citizen. The lawyer, physician.
or engineer may express Ws 'views as he likes on the subject of the protective
tariff: shall the professor of astronomy not be fps, lit do the same? Such a
Policy would tend seriously to discourage some of the best men from taking
up the scholar's life, It Is not a question of academic freedom, but of personal
liberty 'from constraint ; yet it touches the dignity of the academic career.

7t.should be noted in passing that. a number of American institu-
tions have been obliged to take action on the unpin triotie activities
and utterances of teachers of German origin or avowed German
sympathies. The dismissals resulting in these cases have nowhere
been regarded as breaches of academic freedom.

THE woit,g OF THE COUMITYWX ON ACADEMIC TRICFMOM AND ACADEMIC TENURE OW
THE AMERICAN ,ASSOCIATION OW UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS,

During the peat two years the committee on academic freedom and
academic tenure of the American Association of University Profes-
sors has had brought to its attention over 80 cases of alleged infrac-
tion of the principles of academic freedouLgf speech and academic
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tenure. The opinions and decisions of this committee and its sub-
committees, some of which have been quoted in former reports of the
Commissioner of Education, have grown in weight and importance in
the academic world. The committee, by its conservative. attitude,
has been able to eliminate from.public discussion and criticism a
large proportion ,f the cases brought to its doors, and .it has also
been able to help in the solution of many problems by dealing
privately with the institutions and individuals concerned.

The committee has centered its attention on a limited number
of cases which led to the exposition of principles underlying aca-
demic freedom of speech and permanency of academic tenure. It
has in no sense sought publicity. The rulings of the committee have
been largely based on the principles stated in the 1915 report of the
association. Taken together, the decisions of the committee, already
covering a large variety of cases, lay the foundation of a new type of
educational law which should prove to be of great value in solving
equitably the complex problems of academic freedom of speech and
academic tenure.

During the period under review two reports involving questions of
academic tenure not relating to freedom of speech have been made
by committees of the American Association of University Professors.
The first of these was an investigation into
missal of Miss:Winona A. Hughes, dean of Ntomen at the College of
Wooster, and the methods used by the board of trustees in severing
her connection with the college. The committee found the action
of the president and the board to be arbitrary, unjustifiable, and
such as to jeopgrdize seriously the standing of the college among
American higher institutions. It declared that " the methods of the
present administration have not been such as to appeal to the loyalty
of a conscientious and self respecting faculty, and it is equally
obvious that they are not the methods which gain for a college the
confidence and respect of the academic world."

On June 7, 1917, the State board of education of the State of Mon--
tana debided not to retain as president of the State university .Dr.
E. B. Craighead, who had acted in that capacity for three years.
The State board also decided not to reemploy three professors of the
university. The matter having been brought before the committee
on academic freedom and academic tenure, it was the opinion of the
committee after careful investigation that the dismissal of President
Craighead and the three professors was not justified. The procedure
of the board was criticized by the committee as being unsound in
method and 'disastrous in its results to the interests of 06 university.
(See Bulletin of the American Association of University Professors,
Miy, 1917.)
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TWO STATE uTIONS ATTACKED.

THE MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTL kL COLLEGE.

During OctOber, 1916, the Massachusetts A,,ricultural College was
criticized at a public hearing held by a commis 'fin appointed by the
governor of the State to investigate the institutioa and to see whether
its present policies should be continued. The college was charged
with inefficiency because it did not turn out more practical farmers,
and because it devoted more time than necessary to classical and
humanistic studies, while neglecting the practical phases of _farm
life.

In answer to these objections President Butterfield and his sup-
porters informed the commission that 65 per cent of the college
graduates for the past 50 years were engaged in agricultural pur-
suits, the percentage having increased considerably during the past
10 years. About 80 per cent of the recent graduates are in agricul-
tural vocations. The agricultural college aims to give a broad
grasp of farm problems, combined with sufficient practical training.
As to the relation between the humanistic and the agricultural sub-
jects, the practice of.the college is well stated in the published report
of the commission, as follows:

The land-grant colleges were primarily established to promote the study of
agriculture by the most advanced-and s .entific methods of instruction. In
their courses of study one naturally expects that science will occupy the most
prominent place, and that it should be taught by men well qualified for their
work. The Massachusetts Agricultural College meets this expectation.

There are' at present 228 courses In agriculture find the cognate sciences,
and only 96 courses in mathematics and the so- culled humanities. In the first
year 48 courses are given in agriculture and mathematics, and only 18 in the
humanities. In the second year 6 courses are required in the humanities, and
54 in agriculture and cognate sciences. After the second year a major course
can be elected in one of the 17-departments; during the last year 75 per cent of
the students elected major courses in agriculture and horticulture. There is
no major* course in the humanities, and, only one-quarter of the students' time
is required In these studies. Three-quarters of the students are giving three-
fourths of their time to distinctively agricultural subjects. Ten times as many
courses are given in junior and senior years in agriculture as were given 10
years ago, and more agricultural studies have been introduced In the first
and second years than ever before.

There has been no corresponding increase in huinanistic studies. Of the
faculty, 54 teachers are engaged in instruction in agriculture and the cognate'
sciences, and 14 teachers in the humanities and mathematics.- Members of
the faculty-and representative students alike testify that there is a prevailing
tendency among the undergraduates to elect studies according to their sup-
posed commercial values and to neglect those studies which aim to 'strengthen
and cultivate the mind. While there is a fair showing of humanistic electives
in the curriculum-most of them are not required, as they are in the *an-
schwas Institute of Technology and in other colleges. and only few of

111006 -19-41
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the students elect them. Not only is there to be considered the ,number of
courses, but account must lie made of the order in which the courses are
offered. The commission recommends that the college authorities consider
readjustment of the courses so as to give larger place to practical work in the
first two years; also certain wourses, as, for example, that in rural journalism,
might be carefully scrutinized to see whether -they are really desirable and
essential offerings of the college.

While the State in its acceptance of the provisions of the Morrill Act is
bound to give special instruction iu agriculture, it is no less bound by the
language of the act to give a liberal education 31S an Integral part of its dis-
tinctive work, and not to neglect or relegatec to subordinate places those, 10
studies. which experience has shown are best fitted to nourish and strengthen
the faculties of the mind and which will enable men to do better work,
whatever that work may be.

The college has been severely criticized because no larger proportion of
its graduates become practical farmers, owing it is said to the lack of practical
instruction which they receive. An examination of the curriculum shows that
this criticism is no longer merited. Practical farm work is now given during
the first two years, and is required of every student. Of the total hours as-
signed tti instruction lu the division of agriculture and horticulture, 32 per
cent are given to classroom work, and 68 per cent to laboratory and field
work. The field work shoulebe considered as indispensable as Is laboratory
work in any science, so that students may apply practically the instruction
which they receive theoretically. A summer session has also been recently
Introduced whereby such work can be carried on more readily. The luck of
practical farmers, therefore, among the graduates does not appear to be due
to a lack of practical work In agricultural instruction, and can be more readily
explahas1 .frmn other causes.

Practh-al farmers the college does educate. They are found In all parts
of the State, and sire conducting farms which are profitable to themselves,
and are profitable as object lessons.

ATTACK ON THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS BY GOV. FERGUSON.

During the early part of the summer of 1917, a serious controversy
arose between Gov. Ferguson, of Texas, and PreSident Vinson, of the
State university. The cause of the tipuble was clue largely to Pres-
ident Vinson's refusal to dismiss certain college teacherg to whom
the governor objected. The latter, by way of retaliation, vetoed the
appropriation for the State university, and consequently aroused a
great storm of protest from all parts of the State. Inasmuch as
the governor had acted unlawfully in the matter, and seriously
threatened the financial resources of the university, the legislature
in special session passed the necessary appropriation bill for the
support of tie university.

In August the governor was impeached and removed from office.
The articles of impeachment included counts for alleged misap-
proifriation of funds sad the abuse*of authority in hid dealings with
the regents and the president of the university.
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SPECI A L LEOISI,,ATIoN TOUCH I N G HIGHER EDUCATION.

THE hILITH-IIIIMEN ACT.

By the enactment of the Smith-Hughes law, a large fund has been
made available for the training of teachers in industrial and agri-
cultural subjects. This fund, which is administered by the Federal
Board for Vocational Education, amounts to $546,000 fbt 1917-18
and increases yearly to a maximum of $1,090,004 for the year of
1920-21, the latter sum being the annual appropriation thereafter.

The maximum amount of the teacher-training fund to be used in
any fiscal year in any one of the three following linestrades and
industries, home economics, and agricultureis GO per cent of the
total amount allotted to the State for that year for teacher training.

The training of these teachers will be directly under the State
board for vocational education, subject to certain Federal regulations.
In order to qualify for this special type of training, the teacher-
candidate should be a graduate of a four-year high-schooL Vo-
cational experience is also required.

THE NI:MANDE BILL,

During the year 1916, Senator introduced a bill authoriz-
ing the appropriation of Federal funds for the establishment of engi-
neering experiment stations in the different States. The bill proNides
that these stations are to be placed under a hoard of control, consist-
ing of the Secretaries of the Interior, Commerce, and Agriculture.
The approval of the governor of the State is necessary before an ex-
periment station can be established in any State.

Although the bill did not obtain a vote, it has more than usual sig-
nificance. It contemplates the subsidization of engineering research
by a plan similar to that by which agricultural research is now
subsidized in the agricultural experiment stations. The bill, fur-
thermore, has the indorsement of the National Association of the
State Universities and of other important educational bodies inter-
ested in engineering research.

AMERICANIZATION.

The new and:impottant Americanization movement has necessitated
the training of teachers to look after the large number of immigrants
that annually come to our shores.

During the past year the New York Legislature has appropriated
$20,000 to provide for the training of teachers of adult immigrants,
training courses being given during the summer of 1917, in Albacty,
Buffalo, New York, Rochester, Syracuse, and Nassau County, L. I.
At present there are 14 universities and colleges conducting teacher
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training classes for teachers of immigrants. These institutions are
us follows: University of California; State Normal School, Los An-
geles; University of Colorado ; State Normal School, Danbury,
Conn.; State Teachers' College, Greeley, Colo.; State Normal School,
Hyannis, Mass.; American University, Springfield, Mass.; Columbia,
University and Teachers' College, New York; State College for
Teachers, Albany, N. Y.; State Normal School, Buffalo, N. Y.; Syra-
cuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.; University of Pittsburgh; Univer-
sity of Wyoming4 University of Wisconsin.

Teacher training classes are also being conducted by various boards
of Education, as in Hoboken, N. J., Detroit, Mich., Rochester, N. Y.,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Philadelphia.

PART II. THE COLLEGES AND THE WAR.

Universities and colleges have been temporarily transformed by the
war. It is still too early to say whether any of the changes wrought
will be permanent. Certain principles and methods, however, have
been developed by .the war experience which apparently commend
themselves to large numbers atuniversity and college officers. These
are treated in some detail at the end of this chapter.

The contributions of the highor institutions to the war are definite
and easily recorded. They are also noteworthy. Indeed, it is prob-
able that no other class or group in the population of the United
States contributed so large a proportion of its membership to the
fighting forces of the country or participated so difectly in the lead-
ership of noncombatant war activities. It has often been remarked
that the intellectual lasses were responsible for the United States
joining the Allies. The extent to which public opinion was molded
by college officers and college students before the declaration of war
is of course difficult to ascertain. It is beyond question, however, that
the influence of collegiate communities upon public thought was very
great. In spite of the consistent attempts of college. offie'ers to foster
an open mind and to offer a free forum for discussion of the issues
involved during the first three years of the World War, the trend
of sentiment in college communities was from the beginning strongly
in favor of the allied cause. Many presidents and professors also con-
stituted themselves the spokesmen of this .cause before the. country.
RefleCtions of the strength of student sentiment are to be found in
the overwhelming support given to allied charities by collegiate comic
munities. When the declaration of war came, it found the college
world mentally prepared and eager to take ita part in what it re:
garded asvreat moral crusade..
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PROBLEMS RAISED WY THE WAR.

It has been stated that the officers of higher institutions furnished
a large part of the intaectual leadership in the actual conduct of,the war. This leadership began to make itself felt at once. The
colleges perceived ut the outset the problems which they as institu-tions would have to meet. They perceived these problems in relation
to the war enterprise as a whole. In fact, university and college
officers seem to-have been the oely considerable group of individuals
who did see in the beginning what were the fundamental human ele-
ments in preparation for war and in the successful prosecution ofthe war. Others, to be sure, grasped the need for deploying the
Nation's material strength. The colleges saw first. that this would be
ineffective unless hacked by the complete mobilization of the Nation's
resources in knowledge and skill and intention. The colleges iterated
and reiterated these truths until appropiate national policies wereadopted. And the adoption came revettably late. Both the sue-
ces-ses and the failures of America's war experience demonstrate that
lie celleges were right.

War is an exceedingly practical business. Many have been sur-prised that college men, reputed to be a cloistered and unpracticallot. were able to lead in anything so concrete and matter -of -fact.
But is it surprising? Besides being a practical business, war is alsO
perennially a new business. Fighting is old, but every war ismore modern t4n its age. The 'latest devices of science and in-vention are put to work. Under the tremendous mental tension 'of
Nvar, new devices are produced at a rate unknown in peace. It is the
business of university and college instructors to follow the progressof the world in every field of intellectual endeavor. The open mind,
adaptability to.new conditions, are what they aim to produce in their
students also. The double aspect of the present war has often been
noted. On the one hand, it has been a war of science, of engineering,of medicine, of agriculture, of transportation; on thother hand, ithas been a great moral struggle, in Which two divergent concepts of
human relationships have collided. University staffs contain menwho are expert in each of the fields of science, and men also whosetask it is to interpret the ethical aspects of every social movement.
That these men should have read both the material and spiritual les-
sons developed in the three years of war in Europe, and should have
sensed their import for the United States in 1917, is not to be-wondered at. It would, in fact, have been surprising if they had not.At any rate they were more ready than any other group with sugges-
tions for the practical- solution of the difficulties which confronted-the
Government in April, 1917.
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What were' the concrete problems in which colleges and universi-

ties were primarily concerned and toward the solution of which they
contributed? These were of a threefold nature. They related (a)

'to training and the proper organization of training agencies, th)
to the mobilization of science, and (c) to the development of public J\
morale. These problems merged into one another to some extent..
A gonsigtent classificatiod is not always possible. For the sake of.
convenience, however, the grouping that has been suggest will be
used in the following discussion.

TRAINING AND tux ryFEctvi: onoANIZATjoN )1 TRA N NG AGENCIES FOR
NATIONAL SERV

The declaration of war by the United States was not unforeseen in
the- university world. Several institutions inninsliately on the rup-
ture of diplomatic relations.made plans to meet the emergency which
was certain to arise. Tivo especially noteworthy acts may be',

mentioned.
Columbia University developed a plan of registration and niobili-

.zation which would make possible the participation of any member
or group of the faculty, alumni, or student body in the national
Ser4e, with a minimum of delay. The very effective registration
blanks devised by the -university for this 'purpose were circulated
with comment by the Bureau of Education among all the college:
Many institutionsadopted similar forms and organized in a similar
way for service.

Harvard University, which had been conducting intensive military
training for a number of months, approached the French Govern-
ment for the assignment of invalided French officers to take charge
of the instruction of the Harvard regiment. The preliminary nego-
tiations were completed during 4iebruary and March. 1917, and the
officers arrived on the heels of the declaration of war.

With the actual declaration of war the exodus of students, chiefly
. from the upper 'classes, to enter the Service as volunteers began. At

the same time the presidents and boards of trustees of many institu-
tions addressed the President; and Secretary of War, or the Com-
missioner of Education, offering the services of their plants and
equipment to the Government. Back of these formal offers was a

,profound conviction that higher institutions had a uniquely valuable
contritation to make, both as centers of training and as focal points
for scientific experimentation. Presidents and faculties viewed the
daily increlising enlistments of upper -class men with mixed feelings.

'On the one hand they were glad and proud of the response of the
student bodies; on the other, they realized that if the scientific and
technical training agencies were broken up rodlike supply of trained

-1men diminished, the consequences would be x.ery serious in the event
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of a long war. It early became clear that, witliont checking the
patriotic impulses of students, steps must he taken to retain a con-
siderable percentage in. college.

.Tile colleges naturally looked for central direction. The conduct
(it the war was the business of the Government. The Government
should say what colleges were expected to do. For a number of
weeks no .governmental direction was forthcoming. The Govern-
ment's educatit7nal activities are distributed among sot& 20 separate
departments and bureaus, no one of which was in a position to speak
authoritatively to the institutions on a matter involving the military
and economic. policy of the Nation.

N I VCINITY COM AI ITME III Ti1I Auvisour COM IIIS:4fi/N OF THE COUNCIL
OF N ATION AI. DEFENSE.

In the autumn of 1916 Congress had created the Council of
National Defense. The council consists of the Skretaries of War,
Navy, Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor. Associated with
it is an advisory commission composed of seven civilians expert inthe fields of transportation, munitions, supplies,- raw materials, en-
gineering. labor. and medicine. The function of the council is to
investigate the resources of the country with a' view to their utiliza
flop in the event of war. The members of the advisory commission
associated with themselves committees of experts to assist in tlieso
investigations and in the formulation of policies, to be recommended
to thp executive departments and to Congress. The council is there-
fore designed in part- as at coordinating agency to relate the activities
of the executive departments concerned in national defense and to
bring to bear civilian opinion upon the problems of the Government..
Education Was not originally included in the sphere of the council's
activities. Shortly after the de'claration of war, however, the Com-
missionef for, Engineering of the advisory commission was charged
with the task of investigating and reporting upon eduCatiohal
problems related to the war.

The CoMmissioner for Engineering anJ Education. therefore im-
mediately appointed the nucleus of a committee on educational
problems and called a meeting of ftrepresentati-ves of the principal as-
sociations of colleges and universities, to formulate a comprehensive
policy for cooperation between the higher institutions and the Gov-
ernment. The conference was held at. Washington May 5. It .wes
attended by the official representatives of the National Association
of State Universities, the Association of American Agricultural Col-,
leges and Experiment Stations, the Association of American Ifni-

,

versifies, the Association of American Qolleges, the Society for the
Promotion of Engineering Education, and by officers of 187-higher
institutions. The following preamble and statement. of prineiplee
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were adopted by the meeting. They indicate very clearly both the
exalted spirit of service which animated the universities and colleges
and the accuracy of their -forecast of the educational needs of the
country during the war.

PIMA

In the supreme crisis that confronts the Nation the colleges and universities
of -America have the single-minded thought and desire to summon to the
country's service every resource at their command, to offer to the Nation their
full strength without reservation, and to consecrate their every power to ,the
high task of securing for all mankind those ideas and ideals that gave them
birth and out of which have grown their most precious traditions.

In order that such service may be most intelligently developed and applied,
the following declaration of principles is respectfully suggested.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.

It is our judgment that our colleges and universities should so organize their
work that 'in all directions they may he of the greatest possible usefulness to
the country in its present crisis.

We therefore believe, first, that all young men below the age of liability to
the selective draft' and tho l.s. not recommended for special service, who can
avail themselves of the opportunities offered by our colleges. should be urged
so to do in order that they may he able to render thq,most effective service, both
(luring the full period of the war and in the trying times which will follow
its close.

We believe, second, that all colleges and universities should so modify their
calendars and curricula as will most fully subserve the present needs of the
Nation and utilize most profitably the time of the students and the institutional
plant, force, and equipment. With this end in view, we suggest that, as an
emergency measure, the colleges consider the advisability of dividing the college
year into four quarters of approximately 12 weeks each, and that, where neces-
sary, courses be repeated at least once a year so that the college course may be
beat adapted to the needs of food production.

We believe, third, that in view of the supreme importance of applied science
in the present war, students pursuing technical coursea, such as medicine,
agriculture, and engineering are rendering, or are to render, through the con-
tinuance of their training, services more valuable and efficient than if they were

- to enroll `in military or naval eerrice at once.
We believe, fourth, that the Government should provide or encourage military

''training for all young men in college by retired officers of the Army and'
National Guard or by other persons competent to give military instruction,
and that the colleges should include as a part of their course df-atudy teaching'
in military selence, in accordance with the provisions of the national defense
act of June, 1916.

We believe, fifth, that the Bureau of Education of the. Department of the
Interior and the States Relations Service of the Department of Agriculture,
with the cooperation of the committee on science, engineering, and education
of the advisory commission of the Council of National Defense, should be the
medium of communication between the Pederal departments and the higher
educational institutions of the country.

It will be recalled that the Selective Service Act was palmed ala;*st simultaneously
with this meeting of May 5.
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Finally, we believe that an educational responsibility rests on the institutions
of higher learning to disseminate correct information concerning the issues
involved in the war and to interpret its meaning..

The meeting was addressed by the Secretary of War. In the course
of his remarks he made the following significant statements:

I think this, though, is more or less clear to those of us who look at it from
the outside: First, that the country needs officers. There is no preference of
college men for officers, but because a man has had academic opportunities he
has to start with, presumptively at least, a better foundation upon which tobuild the learning which an officer must have ; and therefore to a very sub-stantial extent the country desires its college graduates and its college-bred
men of suitable age in the training camps in ordef that they may be rapidly
matured into officers and used in toe training of the new forces.

To the extent that the men in college are physically disqualified, or to the
extent that they are too young to meet the requirements of the department,
it seems quite clear that in the present state of the emergehey their major usefulness lies in remaining in the college, going forward with their academic
work ; and the colleges can, I think, lend some color of patriotic endeavor to
their so doing by such simple modifications of their courses and curricula aswill show the boys who stay that they are being directly equipped for subse-
quent usefulness if the emergency lasts until their call comes.

The meeting left behind it a permanent committee attached to the
advisory commission of the Council of National Defense. The per-
:.otinel of this committee follows:

Flouts Godfrey, Sc. D., member of the advisory commission of the Council of
National Defense, president, Drexel Institute, chairman.

Henry E. Crampton, Ph. P., professor, Columbia University, vice chairman.
Frederick C. Ferry, Ph: D., dean, Williams College, secretary.
Samuel P. Caper, ;'13. D., specialist in higher education in the United States

Bureau of Education, executive secretary.
Edwin A. Alderman, LL. D., president, University of Virginia.
Quy Potter Benton, LL. D., president. University of Vermont.
Kenyon L, Butterfield, LL. D., president, Massachusetts Agricultural College.
Augustus S. Downing, LL. D., assistant commissioner for higher education,

University of the State of New York.
Wilson Farrand, M. A., headmaster, Newark Academy.
Guy S. Ford, Ph. D., director of the division op Civic and educational co-

operation of the Committee on public Information.
Frank J. Goodnow, LL. D.. president, Johns Hopkins University.
Edward K. Graham, LL. D., president, -University of North Carolina.
Charles S. Howe, Ph. D., president, Case School of Applied Science.
Harry Pratt Judson, LL. D., President, University of Chicago.
A. Lawrence Lowell, LL. D., president, Harvard University.
Frank L. McVey, LL. D., president, State University of North Dakota.
Alexander lielkeljohn, LL. D., president, Amherst College.
Joseph A. Mulry, Pa. D., president, Fordham University.
John S. Nollen, LL, D., president, Lake Forest College.
Raymond A. Pearson, LL. D., president, Iowa State College of Agriculture

and Mechanic Arts.
Winthrop E. Stone,LL. D., president, Perdue University.
Henry SUZZI1110, Ph. D., president, University of Washington.
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William 0. Thompson, LL. D., president, Ohio State University.
Robert E. Vinson, LL. D., .president, University of Texas.

With recognition of education by the Council of National Defense
and the establishment of this committee, higher institutions believed
that they had at last located the Government agency which was pre-
pared to give them competent and authoritative direction. Their
expectations were only in part fulfilled. The Council of National
Defense is not an executive, but purely an advisory body. During
the war, moreover; it was equipped with such small financial re-
sources that its facilities even for educational investigation were
limited. However, through the agency of the university committee
and the committee on the relation of engineering schools to the Gov-
ernment, mentioned below, it was able to bring to the attention of
the operating departments some of the major problems of the col-
leges and to assist.in the development of an effective national policy
for the utilization of these training facilities.

INDEPENDENT ACTION BT COLLEGES IN PRF.PAR.ATION FOR %VAR SERVICE.

MILITARY TRAINING.

The statement of principles just quoted recetived wide circulation
among colleges and exercised a steadying effect. A large percentage
of the institutions acted upon the advice contained in this statement.
The one activity of foremost importance, as it seemed, in which
college students could engage at once was military training. Almost
without exception the colleges provided military training. hi .many
cases a large amount of time was devoted to it each week, and 'aca-
demic credit given. Under the national-defense act of June 2, 1916,
'the establishment of units of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps in
all colleges mustering 100 able- bodied male students for the purpose
was authorized. Up to the outbrektk of hostilities something less
than a hundred units of the corps had been established. The great
pressure upon the War Department for officers, rifles, and other
equipment prevented the extension of the corps (except to the in-
stitutions that'had already been promised units) during the war.
As this was the only form of military training under Government
supervision and receiving Government recognition, colleges which
did not have the Reserve Officers' Training Corps were obliged to
provide such training on their own responsibility. Retired officers
of the Regular Army and National Guard were hired as instructors,
as far as they were available. Some institutions secured invalided
officers of the allied armies.. Military training thus made great
progress in the spring of 1917. By the opening of the fall term the
provision of military training was recognized as the sine qua non of
a college's existence.
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The opinion of American college officers with respect to the de-sirability of the general introduction of military training was re-

inforced by the testimony of representatives of Canadian .universi-
ties. The university committee of the _Council of National Defense
held a conference' with representatives of Canadian universities onJuly 3 and 4.1917. The following gentlemen represented the Cana-
dian universities:

Sir Robert A. Falconer, president of the University of Toronto.
Dr. A. Stanley Mackenzie. president of Dalhousis University.
Dr. H. M. Tory, president of the University of Albertu.
Dr. Frank D. Adams, dean of the faculty of applied science, MnOli University.Capt. William H. Alexander. University of Alberta.

These gentlemen reported the establisment in Canada early in the
Avar of officers' training corps in the universities, the training consti-
tuting a part of the regular university work for a Period of wo years.
The training was limited to two years because few icaliy fit
upper classmen remained in Canadian universities. students in
arts courses proved excellent candidates for commissions in the
Army after having received this training. Officers' training corpsunits were parts of the militia of the Dominion of Canada. The
instruction aas regularly given by members of the teaching force
of the universities, because it had been found in general that waiver-./ city teachers proved more effective instructors for university menthan Army officers.

The results of this conference were reported both to the colleges
and fo the War Department. The War Department expressed itsconviction of the soundness of the contention of college officers that
students should be given regular military instruction under the aus-
pices of the department, but regretted that the shortage of men and
material prevented the adoption of this policy at onceu,

speci.xt cotntsze roe ILIF:LAR STUDENTS INIIIODUCED As A mum. or THE Ia..
Before the end of the academic year 1916-17 the majority of insti-

tutions had introduced a variety of special emergency, courses. The
great problem of conservation; especially the conservation of food,
received attention not only in agricultural colleges but in colleges of
arts and sciences, and especially in colleges for women. Nearly every
college with women students offered Red Cross work or home nurs-ing, or both. Engineering schools inaugurated courses in such mili-
tary applications of engineering subjects as map making, military
surveying, bridge building, telegraphy, radio operation, etc. Courseiin spoken French and courses in economics, government,- and history,
designed to illuminate the background and causes of the war, were
introduced in a number of institutions.
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NEW SCHOOLS AND COURSES.

As early as the spring of 1917 the various branches of the -military-
departments began to recognize the contributions to training for
special sePice which could be made by the organized civilian insti-
tutions. The Signal Corps established eight aviation schools in
connection with universities. The Quartermaster's and Ordnance De-
partments contracted with colleges for the provision of storekeepers'
courses. The Navy trained nsigns and technical specialists at sev-
eral large universities lying near the coast. Each of these types of
training was managed by the branch of the service in which the
candidates were to serve. As yet neither the Army nor the Navy
was prepared to develop a comprehensive policy of cooperation with
the colleges in the work of training.

CHANCES IN COLLEGE CALENDARS.

A considerable number Of institutions adopted the suggestion
made in the statement of principles quoted above and reiterated by
the Secretary of -War regarding the modification of college calen-
dars. The four-quarter year had been debated in educational meet-
ings for a long time. Few institutions had found themselves able to.
adopt it. The principal obstacle was a financial one, although there
Were others also. In the enthusiasm of first months of the war a
cobsiderable numbefr of institutions made this change and accepted the
financial loss which it entaited as a part of their contribution to the
national service.

STUDENTS AND THE DRAFT.

Reference has already been made to the serious military conse-
quences involved in the withdrawal of a large percentage of students
undergoing general and technical training before the completion of
their courses. The experience-of the allied countries in this regard
pointed an unmistakable lesson. In the beginning of the war Great
Britain and Canada allowed hundreds of scientific experts to o to
the trenches as privates or officers of the line. Their higher i titu-
tions were decimated. Later, when imperative demand or the
peculiar services of these technically trained men came the men
were no longer available. The supply ordinarily furnished by the
higher institutions had also been temporarily cut off. Both Great
Britain and Canada realized that their failure to uae technical men
in technical service and to keep a constant flow of scientifically
trained students and men of advanced general education issuing
from their institutions was a mistake. Military and industrial ad-
visers from both countries warned the United States in the early
days of our participation in the war not to repeat this error.

The activities of the medical section of the Council' of National
Defense were responsible for the protection of 'medical and dental
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students from the draft by special legislation at the time of the pas-
sage of the selective- service law. But no similar measured were
taken to defer the military service of students in other technical
lines and in colleges of arts and sciences. The reason was evidently
twofold. In the first place, few people realized that there was dan-
ger of serious shortage either of engineers or of arts-college gradu-
ates. In the second place, it was regarded as unwise public policy
to protect from military service-a class of persons which was enjoy-
ing already special advantages. The draft must appear absolutely
democratic in its operation; otherwise it could not command the sup-
port and confich;nce of the entire country. College officers appre-
ciated the cogency of this argument,. They were reluctant to put
themselves in a position of asking special favors. Particularly did
they hesitate because their motivesmight seem open to suspicion, a
shortage of students having a depressing effect upon the financial
status of their institutions.
. The draining of the trained and educated resources of the coun-
try cattfe not alone from the operation of the draft. College and uni-
veriity students were among the first to volunteer. Until enlistments*
%verk entirely barred, colleges were the happy hunting grounds for
recruiting officers of every branch of the military service. The senti-
ment grew that' to wait for the, draft was the mark of a slacker.

rs('ollege office were therefore faced with an exceedingly difficult
;nd delicate problem. It would have been disastrous for the morale
of the institutions to discountenance volunteering. Without taking
this step, the arguments in favor of delay and of a wise, long-distance
patriotism were not very' effective.

The way in which educational leaders and other public men went
about solving the difficulty is of special interest. Indeed, one of the
striking aspects of America) first year in the war is the long series
of efforts to conserve the supply of men of higher training and to
render the selective-service law truly selective in its operation. The
history of these efforts is worth recording briefly.

The first public pronouncement appeared in the statement of prin-
ciples adopted 'at the meeting of May 5, quoted above. This was
followed by a circular issued May 22 by the Commissioner of Edu-
cation, entitled " Suggestions for the conduct of educational *ti-
talons during the continuance of the war, to the end that their
educational efficiency may not be lowered and that they may render
the largest amount of service both forthe present and for the future."
In the section addressed to colleges, universitie4and technical schools
the commissioner made the following statement:

All students should be made to understand that It is they duty to give td
their country and to the world the best and fullest possible Measure of service,
and that both w1lY need more than they will get of that hil0 tr1)6 et *MI*
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which only men and women of the best education and training can give.
Patriotism and the desire to serve humanity may require of these young men
and women the exercise of that very high type of self - restraint that will keep
them to their tasks of !reparation until the time comes when they can render
service which ban nut he rendered by others.

On July 19 the Secretary of the Interior brought to the attention
of the President the serious falling off in the number of students in
higher institutions. The President replied on July 20, nefollows:

My DEAR Ma. SEcRE-7191- : The question which you have brought to toy atten-
tion is of the very greatest moment. It would. as yon suggest. serionsly impair
America's prospects of success in this war if the supply of highly trained men
were unnecessarily diminished. There will be need for a larger number of
persons expert in the various fields of applied science than ever before. Such
persons will be needed both during the war and after its close. I therente
have no hesitation in urging colleges and technical schools to endeavor to main-
tain their courses as fur as possible on the usual basis, There will he many
youn en from these institutiminstitutions who will serve In the armed forces of the
con Those who fall below the age of selective conscription and who do
not t may feel that by pursuing their courses with earnestness and diligence
they also are preparing themselves for valuable service' to theNation. I would
particularly urge upon the young people who are leaving our high schools that
as many of them as can do so avail themselves this year of the opportunities
offered by the colleges and technical schools, to the end that the country may
not lack an adequate supply of trained men and women.

Cordially and sincerely, yours.
WOODROW WILSON

In spite of this advice and similar counsel from many other influ-
ential persons all over the country, the exodus front higher institu-
tions continued. The actual effect of the war on student enrollment
at the beginning of the academic year 1917-18 is shown in the follow-

-ing tables compiled by the Bureau of Education from a questionnaire
issued October 1, 1917 :

Effect of the 'ear on 313 colleges of liberal aria.

Classes. Fall ofMI Fall of
1917. °tin or Ion. Per omit.

Freshman class: Clain. Lou. Gain. Lou.
Yam 22,614 iil, NA 8,071 14.3
Woman 17,442 17,5E4 114 0.6

Vophomons ohoo:
Mao 14,413 12,505 2,113 14.4Wanes 11,413 11,842 264 2.3

Ionia class:
Non 10,691 0,157 2,515 29.7
Women 4,961 9,011 130 1.4

Senlor doss:
Men s, 711 6,149 2,563 29.4
Women 7,24 7,647 411 0.4

Special and graduals students:
Yea. 4,043 2,618 1,434 40.1Wawa 3,273 2,919 t V4 10.4

Totalnum 60,596 42,090 12,306 20.6Total wars. V1,474 49,346 770 1.a

VOIslitsillars........---....... 100,171 S2,* . 411,,I11 sae
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Other figures compiled by the Bureau of Education during the
sumper of 1917 with regard to the total available supply of en-
gineers and engineering students, revealed a particularly serious situ-
ation with respect to this group of persons. It became evident that
the only hope of a satisfactory. solution of the difficulty lay in action
by the War. Department. giving a special military status to engin-
eering students. The university committee of the Council of Na-
tional .Defense, therefore, brought the facts in its possession to the
attention of the following bodies: The Association of American Uni-
versities, the Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Ex-
periment Stations, the National Research Council, the Society for
the Promotion of Engineering Education, the Council of the Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers, the Council of the American Kociety
of Mechanical Engineers, and the Council of the United Engineer-
ing Societies. Most of these agencies memorialized the Secretary of
War, urging in effect that engineering students be placed upon the
same military status as students in medicine.

On December 8 the Secretary of War authorized the issuance of
regulations which permitted students in schools of engineering to
finish-their courts before being called upon for active military serv-
ice. This ruling was tmbodied in the Revised Selective Service Reg-
ulations and read as follows:

Under such regulations as the Chief of Engineers may prescribe, a propor-
tion of the students pursuing an engineering course in one. of the approved
technical engineering schools listed in the War Department as named by the
school faculty may enlist in the Enlisted Reserve Corps of the Engineering
Department and thereafter, upon presentation by the registrant to his local
board of a certificate of enlistment, such certificate shall be tiled with the
questionnaire and the registrant shall be placed in Class V, on the ground that
he is in the military service of the United States.

The status of engineering students thus establiShed persisted until
the abolition of the Enlisted Reserve Corps in 1918, and the estab-
lishment of the Students Army Training Corps. By later regula-
tion of the Secretary of War, students in applied sciences were also
allowed to enter the Enlisted Reserve Corps of the Quartermaster's
Department, the Signal Corps, and the Ordnance Department.

FURTHER EFFORTS TO SECURE FEDERAL DIRECTION OF CIVILIAN TRAINING
AOENCIE$.

The measures inst mentioned resulted in only a partial and inade-
quate utilization of college resources in the great task of training.
for war service. They did.not furnish the colleges with the authori-
tative and intelligent direction which was necessary. Neither were
they sufficiently definite and drastic to Conserve the supply of experts..
and of officer material. The colleges recognized these defects. From
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May, 1917, to February. 1918, a series otefforts were made to induce
the Government to coordinate civilian training agencies and to carry
ont through them a training program appropriate to the immediate
needs of the Nation. Since Congress had placed in the hands of the
War Department the destinies of young then of college age,it was
clear that, the responsibility for such coordination rested in the first
instance with that department. In fact, the cause of most of the
difficulties which colleges faced was the lack of any agency in the
Waft Department itself to consider the question of training in a corn-
preliensive way and to make Ilse 1,a the vast training facilities
a ti7rded by civilian institutions. Whatever the opinion of the Sec-
retary of War and the heads of the staff corps with regard to the
greater serviceableness ()linen who had finiched their technical train-
ing, the inexorabla maipinery of the selective-service law nevertheless
operated to drive technical students as well as others into the Army
prematurely. Numerous plans were proposed to the War Depart-
ment both by indiviihls and by educational associations looking
toward the establishment of such an agency. Indeed, the full ultili-
zation of the civilian educational plant by the Government was the
principal topic of discussion at nearly every higher educational'
gathering during this period.

Limitations of space do not permit the complete enumeration of
these efforts. The cumulative effect was doubtless influential in se-
curing the action eventually taken. Naturally the governmental
agencies for education, especially the educational committees of the
Council of 'National Defense and the Bureau of Education, were in
a strategical position to reinforce these efforts and to exert a con-'stant ressure toward the same end. In fact, these two Bodies served
as fo through which the opinions of the leaders in the university
world 'ere brought to bear upoA the persons in charge of training
for military operutions. This whole movement can therefore best
be followed ,Dy recording the acts of the two bodies mentioned.

COMMITTEE ON THL RELATION OF ENGINEERING SCHOOLS TO THE
GOVERNMENT.

In Ju'ly, 1917, the Commissioner for Engineering and. Education of
the Advisory Commission of the Council of National Defense ap-
pointed a committee to study the relation of engineering schools to the
Government, this committee functioning as a subcommittee of the uni-
versity committee noted above. Its members were Dean F. L. Bishop,...
of the Engineering School of the University of Pittsburgh ,(chair
man); Dr. S. P. Capen, of the United States Bureau of Education
(secretary} ; President C. S. Howe, of the Case School of Applied
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Science; Dean M. S. Ketcliu of the CUllege of Engineering at the
University of Colorado; Dr. C. R. Mann, special investigator for the
Carnegie Foundation for the AaVallCellIellt of Teaching.

Throughout the month of August the committee was in nearly
continuous session. It held occasional fneetings also up to January,
1918. It was throughout its lifetime in touch with the Society for
the Promotion of Engineering Education, the National Engineering
Societies, the Association of American Universities, the Association
of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations, find
the Nati Onal Association of State Universities.

The committee's first task,was to consult with the heads of various
bureaus, divisions, and departments of the Department of War and
the Department of the Navy, with regard to the probable needs for
scientific and technically trained men in connection with the military
.operations. The mobilization plans for the Army were not then
complete. It was, in fact,_ impossible to tell eitherehow many spe-
cially trained experts would be needed or what relation the probable
demand for such persons bore to the available supply among the
civilian population. Army authorities. were not even certain of the
proportionate number of specially trained individuals needed in each

pe of rniliery quit. Convinced of the urgency of securing this
information and relating it to a definite program for the use of
educational institutkes; the committee presented to the Secretary of
War, on August 17, 1917. the folowing recommendation: " That an
engineer familiar with the equipment and. capacity of .the higher
technisarinstitutions of the country be commissioned in the Army
and assigned to the task of coordinating the needs of the Army for
technically trained men with existing educational facilities." On
August 31 the Se.cretary of War detailed an officer of the General
Staff to study the needs of the iTtifiepartnient for technically
trained men and the methods of securing the cooperation of educa-
tional institutions toward meeting these needs. The committee at
once entered into a series of conferences with this officer which led
to the fOrmtilation of certain unexpected conclusions.

It appeared Oa far greater than the need for highly trained
experts was the need for men with lower grades of technical skill.
It was the original, assumption that a sufficient number of persons
qualified to serve the Army as carpenters, automobile mechanics.
electricians, blacksmiths, etc., might be secured from the civilian
population by means of the selective-service law. Indeed, it was at
&it thought that sufficient numbers of artisans an technicians
would .turn up in the ordinary process of the draft to meet these
neediL In the summer of AK/ the -committee on classification of
peribmiel in the 4rmy began to prepare a census of the drafted
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Men with reference to their previous occupations, experience, and
education. The committee had not completed its work before it be-
came apparent that the draft was failing by a. very large per-cent
to bring into the service the technicians required for ordinary mili-
tary operations. Indeed, the calls for specialists from the American
Expeditionary Force were operating to strip the units in home camps
of the skilled personnel absolutely essential to the effective mainte-
nance of these units. Moreover, the increasing pressure upon tech-
nical industries for the production of war materials rendered it
unwise to draft larger numbers of technically trained men. It was
clear, therefore, that emergency training devices must at once be
established, if the Army program were ty be a success.

The General Staff officer assigned to the study of this problem
and the committee on the relation of engineering schools to the Gov-.
eminent worked out a tentative plan for the creation of machinery
in the War Department which should supervise the training of both
the lower and higher grades of technical experts and should enlist
the cooperation of civilian institutions in the task of training.

With the relief of this officer and the assignment of another to
thAsame task, the tentative plan was temporarily shelved. The Fed-
eral Board for Vocational Education, which had been established in.
July, 1917, offered its services to the General Staff for the training
of technicians and trade specialists for the Nrtny. The Adjutant
General, therefore, issued an order on November 15, 1917, directing
the heads of the staff corps to apply to the Federal Board for the
numbers of technically trained men needed by each corps. The Fed-
eral Board established at once emergency courses in several of the
Army.nccupations for the training of men awaiting the draft. These
measures served as only Na partial remedy for the difficulty. Their
principal defect lay in the fact that the Federal Board had no means
of controlling the number~ of men in training. It was also handi-
capped iti administering an extensive training programf owing to
the fact that most of the men in its courses were following their
regular occupations. It was evident that no accurate correlation of
training with the Atmy needs could be secured without a.change of
pol icy.

The Federal.Board for Vocational Education consequently brought
together the representatives of secondaty and higher technical train-
ing at two conferences in Washington, and secured their indorsement
for as proposal.to the Secretary of War substantially similar to that
made by the committee on the relation of engineering schools to the
Government. The principal feature of both plans ws that the War
Department should create a special board or .committee to have
charge of the Army training enterprise other. than. military, and
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should rely upon civilian institutiOns for the provision of training
facilities. .

EMERGENCY (AMERICAN) COUNCIL ON EDU( TION.

College and university officers had been growing more and more
impatient at the dehty in the fermulation of the Government policy
toward higher institutions. The feeling that there should he at thip

' .seat of the Government an independent body without governmental
connections which could present the views and the situation of the
colleges, gradually crystallized at meetings of the Association of
American Colleges and the National Association of State Universi-
ties held in Chicago.in January. 19.18. Delegates from these associa;
tions, from the Association of Urban I7nivemitics. the Catholic Edu-
cational AssociatiOn, the American Association of University Pro-
fessors, the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education, flu)
Association of American Medical Colleges..and the various branches
of tile National Education Association met in Washington diming the
last week in January, under the chairmanship of the specialist in
higher education in the Bureau of 'Education.- The meeting resulted
in the formation of the EmergenCy Council on Education, tql de-
clared purpose of which was: .

/14 To place the educational resotirces of the country more ennli)!etely at the
service of the National Government 'and its departments, to the end that
through an understanding cooperation: .

The patriotic services of the public schools, professional schools, and colleges
and universities may be augmented;

A continuous supply of educated Men may be maintained; and
Greater effectiveness in mepting;educational problems arising during and

following the war may be secured.
The Emergency Councitelected the following officers:
President Donald J. Cowling, Carleton College, president.
President. P. L. Campbell, University of Oregon, secretary.
Dr. Robert L. Kelly, executive secretary.

Exerullre council.
.The president tiptl secretary.

Dean Herman V. Ames, of the' University of Pennsylvania.
President Homer H..Seerley,- Iowa State Tenchers'ii.'ollege. -
Right Rev. Thomas J. Shahan, Catholic University of America.

Theo council'changed its name after the first meeting to the Ameri-
can Council on Education. It established headquarters in Wash-
ingto0, and through the active efforts of its executive-officers it .,erved

" as a valuable mediating.agent betwep. the Government departMents,
particularly the War Department, and educational institutions. It
jiderpreted the measures, later adopted by the War Departme4 to
the colleges. It was especially effective in, keeping the operating
partments copstantly informed of !the views and desires of the edu4=
tional leaders of the country.

1111111111111M1111
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colt mITTEE ON EDUCATION AND spEciAl, TRAININo OF THE WAR DEPART-
MENT.

The preceding discussio.n has shown the development of a strongbody of opinion, both inside and outside the War Department, as tothe necessity, for formal action by the department in the matter of itseducational program. The Secretary of War and his advisers hadbefore thfm in the latter part of January 'the plans suggested byvarious individuals, by several educational associations, by the corn- ak--mittee on the relation of engineering schools of the Council of Na-tional Defense, and by the Federal Board for Vocational Educatio'n.All were in agreement 'as to the fundamental ends to be attained.There. were indeed only minor differences in the various solutionsproposed. On the 10th of February, 1918, the Seerettiry of Warcreated the committee on 'education and special training. The orderauthorizing this committee and defining its functions follows:
1. There is hereby created within the War Department the committee oneducation and special training. committee of three members shall con-sist of Col. Hugh S. .Tolinson, Deputy Provost Marshal General ; Lieut. Col.Itoberl 7. Bees, General Staff, and Maj. Grenville Clark, Adjutant General's De-partment. e
2. Under the direction of the Chief of Staff, the functions of the committee'shall be: To study the needs of the various branches of the service for skilledmen and technicians; to determine how such needs shall be met, whether byselealve draft, special training In educational institutions, or otherwise; tosecure the cooperation of the educational Institutions of the country and torepresent the War Department in its relations with such institutions; to ad-minister such plan of special training in colleges and schools as may be:adopted.
3. The committee on education and, special training shall have associated witht an ndvisory civilian board appointed by the Secretary of War, composed ofrepresentatives of edbentiorfal institutions. An officer shall be detailed by thechief of each staff corps and department to consult with the corrupittee con-cerning the needs of his corps or department.

A
4. The committee will be given such assistance, commissioned and civilian,la may be necessary to fully execute its duties, with office room in the WarDepartment Building.

. The Secretary `of War, appointed the following gentlemen to serveas members of the advisory board, representing civilian educational,interests :

Dr. C. 11. Mann, of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teach-ing. representing engineering education (chairman).
Dean James R. Angell, of the University of Chicago, representing universityeducation.
Mr. J. W. Dietz, educational manage/of the Western Electric Co., represent-lag vocational education.
Mrc.J. P. Monroe, member Of the Federal Board _for Vocaponal Education.I)r. S.. P. Capen, speCialist in higher education in the Bureau of Education.
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Later President It. A. Pearson, of Iowa State College, was ap-
pointed to represent agricultural education, and Mr. Hugh Frt lyne
to represent labor interests. On the resignation of Mr. Monroe, his
place was filled by Dean Herman Schneider, of the engineering
school of the University of Cincinnati.

NATIONAL ARMY TRAINING DVTA6IMENTS.

Immediately upon its organization the committee and its advisory
board proceeded to secure estimates from the staff corps as to the
needs of the different branches of the Army for technically trained
men. These neetN were 'calculated as accurately as possible and
compared with the estimated number of practitioners of arious
trades that could be expected from the operation of the draft. It
appeared that there would be a shortage of approximately 100,000
nieehanics by September 1. unless special training courses were set
in opera on. The committee regarded the provision of these 100.0(0
mecha cs as its first task.

inanity the trade schools and technical high !.-iflwols would
have been enlisted to provide the necessary training. The dui cacier
of the present. emergency, however. made this course of procedure
impractical. The committee was engaged in training soldiers. The
men over whom it. had jurisdiction were already enrolled in the
Army, either by voluntary inaction or draft. They must therefore
be under military disciplint and control_ while receiving their tech.
nical training. To insure the effectiveness of this control, they must
be housed and fed under military conditions. It was not sufficient
that adequate training facilities should be provided by institutions
which undertook to train these men, Living quarters and a common
mess were likewise essential. Moreover, the requirements of the
Army service demanded that all technical smcialists should have
had contact with practical operations identical with those which they
'would have to perform with the military forcei.

Few trade schools_ and technical high schools possessed either the
housing facilities or the large shops necessary to meet these.condi-

, lions. The committee therefore turned first to the engineering
schools of the country, in the belief that they would be willing to

'depart from their usual procedure to the extent of accepting and
training these groups of tradesmen. With very few exceptions, the
engineering schools enthusiastically volunteered for the task. Alto-
gether the committee established 147 training centers for technicians.
Qf these, 123 were at engineering school). Some 47 of the principal
Army occupations were taught. By April 1. the first 6,000 men
were under iiistection. At the time of the signing of the armistice
180,000 had been trained; 92,000 had been assigned to military units ;% '
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had authorized the conunittee to train 2.20,000 more before the sum-
mer of 1919.

Certain brief comments on the principles underlying the training
of these technicians in the tio7called National Army Training De-
tachments and the methods employed nifty be in order. It was neces-
sary that, the training should be brief and intensive. If the requisite
timber of men were.to be produced by the autumoof-1918, the train-
ing courses could not exceed two months in length (except for a firy
trades in which the numbers were small). At the outset it seemed
absurd to suppose that inexperienced men could be taught a mechani-
cal vocation in two months. Bat; to the surprise of thecomtnittee
and of the school officers. the majority turned out to be competent
mechanics on the completion of the courses. In fact, the reports

, of the officers of -active field units to which they were assigned for
special duty showed that they were entirely satisfactory and that
they saved' the situation.

The reasons for this unexpected and truly extraordinary result.
are .not far to seek. They may be summarized under three,,heads:
(a) Adequate motivation, (L1 an intensive and practical method,
and (c) Army discipline.

(a.) The experience of the committee, like that of other war-train-
ing agendas. tippears to demonstrate that the educational processea
of peace have used butia portion of the individual's capacity. They ,
have not supplied ; compelling motive.- With a motive and a method
of instruction which is at once practical and interesting, the progress
of the learner in any practical piirsuit is astonishing. .In these

'courses for technicians the motive for a supreme effort on /lee part
of the student soldier was of course patent. Every man expected
that proficiency in the trade which he was learning would improve
his military status. Nearly every man also was animated by a high

.saspirit of patriotism.
(L) the training methods were as practical as possible. A that).-

retical or scientific background was not regarded as haportant: The
vital object was to inculcate a knowledge of the job and to develop
resourcefulness. Men were consequently put. to work at once on
practical industrial problems. Automdbile mechanics were set to
taking down and re-assembling 'cars; carpenters were given simple
building to do. The necmary, theory was interwoven With this
practical work in greater or lees measure. The committee's guide,'
however, was not any preconception of the pedagogical adyantages
of one or another mode of presentation. It was rather the specific
definition of the job each specialist would have to perform as a

member or an Army unit.. Because the bourses were established on
short notice, it was impossible to forimilate teaching material to
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help the schools. School officers were therefore given the definition
of the finished product. For example, a tire repairer would have
such and such specific things to do. The committee furnished the
men and a statement of the goal; it left the school officers to-work
out the method whereby the goal might be reached, insisting only
upon a maximum amount of actual practice. This resulted in the
development of a multiplicity of teaching devices and a wholesome
pedagogical rivalry among the different institutions.

(c) The whole training enterprise was galvanized and systematized
by military disc' t line. Moreover, all the men in training were under
military i tion for several hours a day, and were consequently
in splendid physical condition.

Although the vocational training in the National Army Training
Detachments, as they were called, was not higher education, a dis-
cussion 4 it properly belongs in this section, both because it repre-
tents an educational contribution made by higher institutions and
because of its influence upon the.-normal educational processes of
many institutions. The inclusion of a group of men devoting them-
selves to a less advanced grade of technical training was, in the be-
ginning, regarded with disfavor and alarm by college officers. After
eight months' experience, many of these same ,pfficers tame to two
unexpected conclusions, namely-, (1) that the methods employed in
the vocational courses might profitably be applied to some extent
in the higher grades of professional training, and (2) that the
pretence of a body of men engaged in practical processes, with an
immediate vocational goal in view, strengthens rather than weakens
the academic morale.

There is still another aspect of the training offered the National
Army Training Detachments which bids fair to have lasting influ-
ence, not only on vocational training, but on higher education. It
was noted above that the men under special trainimgin these detach-
ments were considered by the Army primarily as soldiers. An ideal
soldier, from. the point of view of the General Staff, is a resourceful,
adaptable man, with initiative and conviction of the righteousness
of his cause. The narrowly trained specialist may fail to be a suc-
cessful soldier. From the beginning, therefore, the committee held
that other elements than purely trade instruction should be inclnded
in the training. it sought to solve the problem by introducing
weekly discussions on the war aims of the United States. These dis-
cussions were designed to cover the historical background of the war,
the economic and social development, and the types of government
of the belligerent countries; and to acquaint the soldier with the ex-
pression of different national purposes and philosophies, as these
have found their way into literature. No attempt was made to
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create official propaganda. The discussions were intended rather to
assist soldiers to answer the questions which naturally arose in their
own minds. This war-aims course later developed into the war-
issues course for the Students Army Training Corps.

THE STUDENTS" ARMY TRAINING CORPS.

Having' inaugurated the units of the National Army Training De-
tachments, the committee and its advisory board proceeded to studythe more complicated question of the. proper development of the po-
tential officer material contained in colleges and universities. The
committee was convinced that the :measures already taken to enroll
technical students in the Enlisted Reserve Corps were a wholly in-
adequate solution of the problem. The majority of the students werenot satisfied with this status and could not be convinced that they
were serving their country in the most useful manner by entering
the Enlisted Reserve Corps. Something more definite was demanded,.
not merely to preserve the supply of prospective technical specialists,
but to keep the colleges from being stripped of students. Such a re-sult would have been very unfortunate, from a military as well as an
educational point of view, in the event of a long war. The solution
which the committee propOsed was finally embodied in a letter ad-
dressed by the Secretary of War to presidents of colleges, on May6, 1918:

In order to provide military instruction for the college students of thecountry during the present emergency, a comprehensive plan will be put ineffect by the Wur Department, beginning with the next college year, in Septem-' ber, 1918. The details remain to be worked wit, but in gendral the plan willbe as followS:
Militay instruction under officers and noncommissioned officers of the Armywill be provided In every institution of college grade which enrolls for theinstruction 100 or more able-bodied students over the age of 18. The necessarymilitary equipmef&will, so far as possible, be provided by the Government.There will be creatid a military training unit in each Institution. Enlistmentwill be purely voluntary, but ull students over the age of 18 will be encouragedto enlist. The enlistment will constitute the student a member of the Armyof the Cnited States, liable to active duty arthe call of the President. It will,however, be the policy of the Government not to call the members of the train-ing units to active duty until they have reached the age of 21, unless urgent' military necessity-compels an earlier call. Students under 18 and thereforenot legally eligible for enlistment, will be encouraged to enroll In 'the trainingunits. Provision will be made for coordinating the Reserve Officers' TrainingCorps system, which exists in about one-third of the collegiate institutions,with this broader plan.
This new policy aims to accomplish a twofold object : First, to develop asa great military asset the large body of young men 111 the colleges; and second,to prevent unnecessary. and wasteful 'depletion of the milers through indis-criminate volunteering, by offering to the students a definite and Immediatemilitary status.
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Later announcement will be made of 'the details of the new system. In
the meantime, presidents of collegiate Institutions are requested to call this
matter to the attention of all their students. Those who do not graduate this
spring should be urged to continue their education and take advantage of
this new opportunity to serve the Nation.

This letter was the first announcement of the Students' Army
Training Corps. It was followed by a more definite and detailed
statement in the latter part of June. It was the original intention
of the War Department to interfere as little as possible with the
freedom and independence of colleges. While providing facilities
for military training and furnishing young. men a strong incentive
to attend college, the department expected to leave full liberty of
action to college officers, in the development of courses and in the,
conduct of the institutions. Plans were made during the summer
by the committee to put the Students' Army Training Corps into
operation on this basis. The committee also indorsed a campaign
for collegiate enrollments, which was undertaken by the American
Council on Education and the Bureau of Education.

While these arrangements were being made, the military situation
changed. It became imperative to deploy America's forces on a
vastly greater scale. On recommendation of the Secretary of War
and ;,he Chief of Staff, therefore,Congress passed the man-power
bill 'August 30. This action necessitated two radical modifications
of -the Students' Army Training Corps plan. First, there was no
possibility of keeping a large number of men in college for two or
three years prior to their attainment of draft age. The new draft
ages were from 18 to 45. Second, a very greatly increased number
of officers were demanded for the new armies of the autumn of 1918
rind the spring of 1919. The central officers' schools could, not be
relied upon to furnish all of these. Colleges must be regarded as one
of the principal sourcesof officer material.

Authorization for the creation of the Students' Army Training
Corps as an active military unit was 'therefore secured from the
President, and the following General Orders No. 79 issued on August
24, 1918>,

Under the authority conferred' by sections 1, 2, 8, and 0 of the act of Con-
gress iuthorizing the President to increase temporarily the Military Estab-
llsbment of the United States, approved May 18, 1917, the President directs
that for the period of the existing emergency there shall be raised and main-
tained by voluntary induction and draft a Students' Army Training Corps.
Unita of this corps will be authorized by the Secretary of War at educational
institutions that meet the requirements laid down In the regulations.

The fundamental difference between the student. soldier under the
first plan for the Students' Army Training Corps and the member
of that corps under the revised plan,was that nosihe became a soldier
on active

.
duty. This meant that he must be ct nst' antly under mil-
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ilary control; that he must be housed, clothed, and subsisted by the
Government. The relations of the Vtr Department to the colleges,
therefore. were radically changed overnight. Colleges which had
been approved foE units of the Students' Army Training Corps un-
der the first plan were now asked to contract with the War Depart.-
ment for the housing. feeding, and instruction of student soldiers,
who should be at all times under military authority. It is a striking
testimony of the patriotism of the colleges that practically all of
them consented to enter this arrangement. Five hundred and seven,
teen higher institutions were authorized to maintain units of the
Students' Army Training Corps.

On the administrative side difficulties at once arose, which the
committee indeed foresaw but could not remedy. The members of
the corps were theoretically at all times under military control:.
College, officers, relieved of discipline and deposed from their ordi-
nary authority, were nevertheless in a measure responsible for the
acndemic progress of members of the corps. There was divided re-
sponsibility therefore, and an unfortunate dualism of authority
which was never remedied before the demobilization of the Students'
Army Training Corps. r. '

The Students' Army Training Corps had a brief six weeks of life.
Part of this period, moreover, was rendered useless in many institu-
tions by the influenza epidemic Arch swept the country in the
months of October and November,1919. Indeed, the Students' Army
Training Corps ran just long enough to develop all the possible
centers of friction and to expose all its serious defects. The orders
for its demobilization came before these defects could be remedied.
Nevertheless, there were certain educational concepts involved in the
plans for the corps which are worth recording. -These have" been
recognized and appreciated by many college officers.

1. Needs.Like the trade training in the National Army Training
Detachments, the officers' training carried forvord in the Students'
Army Training Corps was to have.been predicated upon a careful
estimate of the needs o the Army for various kinds of officers.
For example, the committee discovered that the Infantry service
would require from the colleges 8,000 officers a month from October,
1918, and that the Field Artillery would require 2,000 a month. It
analyzed the work which each of these types of officers would have
to perform and the problems which they would have to meet. It
then proceeded to organize courses to fit. men directly for these
tasks. The courses were originally outlined in consultation with
officers from the various services. They. were being modified and
elaborated at the time of the demobilization of the Students' Army
Training Corps. A system watt also about to be inaugurated to as-
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sign to each course a number of men corresponding to the number
required in that branch of the service for which the particular course
was designed to train. It was the committee's purpose to integrate
training with Army, needs, precisely as it had done in the case of
mechanics and artisans.

The first prescribed courses issued to the units of the corps carried
out in a tentative way this theory. It was understood that mem-
bers of the Students' Army Training Corps would be called to active
service at the time of the summoning of the age groups to vhich
they severally belonged. Thus it was assumed that 20-year-old
registrants would be called by January 1, 1919, that 19-year-old
registrants would be called by April 1, 1919, and that the 18-year-
old group would be summoned in July or August, 1919. The com-
mittee therefore required that the college year be divided into
quarters. It assumed that 20-year-old students could remain in col-
lege three months, 19-year-old students six months, and 18-year-old
students nine months. Exceptions were to be made in the case of
students of unusual proficiency in specialized curricula, such as en-
gineering, chemistry, nedicine, etc. Former college class alignments
were abandoned. Curricull were Organized leading to each of the
principal line and staff services, and divided into quarters. Each
curriculum contained certain prescribed subjk_cts. Military drill
and a course on the issues of the war were prescribed in every cur-
riculum. In the case of the three months' student the prescriptions
were so numerous that there was practically no elective opportunity.
A greater amount of freedom of choice was granted to the six
months' student; the nine months' student, being allowed to dis-
tribute his prescribed work over three quarters, had a considerable
amount of academic liberty.

2. New organization of humanieic training.The course on this
issues of the war which was prescribed- in every curriculum was the
direct result of the committee's satisfactory experience with the war-
aims courses given to members of the National Army Training
Detachments. Indeed, the outline for this course was evolved very
largely from the questions, asked by members of the National Army
Training Detachment& The course on the issues of the war com-
bined history, economics, government, literature, and philosophy. It
paid no attention to the artificial divisions which have separated these
subjects in the past. It aimed rather to bring about a fusion of the
essential elements of these and other subjects. The design was to
furnish the student soldier with 'facts, criteria, and inspiratioirwhicli
would enable him to understand his world and to relate his conduct to
the major issues of his life. Incidwitally the committee's action
'vomited in breaking down temporarily the illogical barriers )letween

is whirl have so long been traditional in academic organi-
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The courses on the issues of the war could not be fairlytested in practice within a period of ,six weeks. In many institutions, however, the principle upon 'which they were based so far
commended itself to college officers that these courses are to serve asthe model for organizing the fundamental elements of peace-timehumanistic training. Commenting upon the permanent value of thewar-issues course, Dean Woodbridge, of Columbia, says:

in the past, education was libe;ralized by means of the classical tradition. Itafforded for educated men a common background of ideas and commonly under-t (to (1 standards of judgment. For the present that tradition no longer suffices.If eduCation is to be liberalized again, if our youth are to be freed from theconTlision of ideas and standards, no other means looks so attractive as a com-mon knowledge of what the present world of human affairs really is. The warhas revealed that world with the impelling cleaaness which tragedy alone seemsable to attain. That our student soldiers may see tissues is of immediate
consequence; but the war and its issues will be the absorbing theme of genera-tions to come. To the thoughtful, therefore, the course affords the opportunityto introduce into our education a liberalizing force, which will give to the gen-erntions to come a common background of ideas and commonly understoodstandards of judgment.

3. Objective tests. Inductions into the Students' Army Trainirig
Corps were originally based upon bona fide college membership.
Colleges were expected to enforce their ordinary admission require-ments. , A larger nuober of new students than usual were drawn into
the colleges, because the Goverriment assumed their expenses and paid
them soldiers' pay. The large and continuous supply of officer mate-rial which would be demanded, however, could not be produced withcertainty if the old formal admission requirements must be absolved
by every student soldier. The Students' ,army Training Corps would
have to be recruited from that much larger stratum of the popula-
tion which possessed the capacity to pursue work of college gradebut could not meet the formal entrance requirements. Hence a
system of recruitment for th corps was devised which combined
three elements : (a) A persona snterview with every candidate, the
purpose of which would be to d ermine the character of his school-
ing and experience and his gene 1 qualifications for college work;
(b) the Army intelligence test; (c in the case of candidates lot
courses which by their professional nature demanded special prepa-
iation in one or more subjects, such examinations as would be neceisary to test the candidate's proficiency in these subjects. nil.
recruitment- plan. :was never issued, becaupe demobilization of the
corps 'was ordered and recruitment ceased. It is undoubtedly cause for
regret that a comprehensive experiment with psychological and other
objective tests of fits for college work could not have beensmade.
The material ,prepared by the conmittee has, however, interested
numerous collee °Akers and has apparently stimulated Omission
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and careful consideration of its possible application in college
entrance procedure.

Reference has been made to the brief life of the Students' Army
Training Corps. To complete the record, it should perhaps here be
stated that the corps enrolled some 142,000 men. The signing of
the armistice on the 11th of November did away with the 'need for
continuing it as the source of supply for officers. It was ordered
demobilized 'by December 21.

It is, of course, still too early to say what, if any, effects the Stu-
dents' Army Training Corps may have had upon college methods and
organisation. There has been, as might be expected, a period of
sharp reaction. College officers, smarting under the, humiliations im-
posed by the system of military control, are not disRosed to find
many virtues in the scheme. On the other hand, aside film the possi-
ble influence of the educational policies described above, the influence
of military training and discipline upon the student body may have
some permanent results. Both faculties and students have recog-
nized the greater efficiency of a student body subject to a military
regime. The by-products in the way of physical fitness, development
of-courtesy, and the spread of a democratic spirit are also too de-
sirable to be lost. Colleges now .have bekore them the tusk of de-
vising means to retain these tangible advantages of the period .of
war training. They are also faced with the problem of transform-
ing the spirit of self-sacrifice engendered by. the national emergency
into a spirit of service to the community and to the Nation in peace.
The solution of this problem is admittedly difficult; but unless it is
solved America will have lost the best fruits of the war.

It is worth while to point out one fundamental aspect of the
Students. Army Training Corps which has not always been recog-
nized. For the first time in history the higher institutions of the
country were united in a common purpose. By offering themselves
voluntarily to the War Department they created a single training
plant for the production of specialists and officers for the Army.
In other words, there was created for a brief period a.national
tem of higher education. Further, the whole training program-car-
ried out in this system was based on an accurate forecast of Rational
needs. The conditions were of course abnormal. They could never,
occur in times of pence; .nor is it desirable that higher educatf.on
should be controlled from the center. Nevertheless, this temporary
organization contains important implications upon which the
colleges themgelves may profitably act.

The Students' Army Training Corps saved colleges, from virtual
extinction. In the letter announcing- the plan (quoted above) the
Piecretary of War alludes to the preservatio4 of higher education as
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one of the two important purposes to be attained. In spite of the
difficulties of readjustment to a peace basis and in spite of the
financial losses (in case of some institutions very great), the higher
educational machinery of the United States emerges from the war
in more nearly normal condition than that of any other country.

The 15 months of effort to secure an adequate recognition of the
imporlanot of civilian training agencies culminated in the Students'.
Army Training Corps. With the establishment of this agency the
Government accepted in its totality the contention of university and
college authorities that higher institutions should be formally in-
corporated into the training plant of the military depmrtments.

NeeesizsTios nF sciescs.

It was stated at the beginning of this section that the second great
problem to the solution of which colleges contributed was the mobili-
zation of science. It was generally recognized when the United
States entered the war that theecountry possessed in its university,
laboratories, and staffs of trained research workers an immense
scientific capital which could be made immediately productive. Veri-
Oils agencies were at once established to facilitate the user, of these
resources by the Government and to designate problems for investi-
gationgation which possessed special military importance.

THE INTY.RCOLI.FCIATF, I NTELLICENCE BURY..%C.

One of the earliest of these agencies was the Intercollegiate In-
telligence Bureau, established by the voluntary action of a grOup
of universities and colleges, under the direction of Dean William
McClellan, of the University of Pennsylvania. This-bureau set itself
the task of furnishing to Government departnibts, on request,
the .services of experts needed for highly specialized scientific and
administrative tasks. Under its direction the scores of higher insti-
tutions which joined .it prepared personnel records of those members
of their student and alumni bodies and fadiltiei who might be
available for such services. Throughout 1917 the bureau furnished
effective help to many Government agencies in building up an expert
personnel.

Tile NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL.

The National Research Council, created by the National ActuNmy
of Sciences and affiliated with the Council of National Defense,f
served as the central agency forsietermining the research. problems
connected with the war, allocating them to different scientific agen-
ciet for solution and coordinating the results. Under its general
direction the great centers of research throughout the country were
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kept occupied with Government work. In some 25 of the leading
educational institutions the study- of problems relating to military
optics, to ordnance, munitions, topography, and food conservation
were carried on. The council was also concerned in investigations"
relating to gas defense, dyes, 'devices for the Navy,'high explosives,
electrical problems connected with wireless, smoke screens, fuel sub-
stitutes, detection of submarines, various pathological and ntedical
problems, the testing of materials, etc. Associated with it also were
the group of psychologists, whose contributions revolutionized the
methods of organizing Army and Navy personnel.

TIJE WAR SERVICE OF PROFESSORS.

*Large' numbers of academic experts in pure and appyed science
were summoned from their regular university ditties and entered the
Government service. They became expert advisers and administrators
for the Army, the Navy, the War Industries Board, the Food Ad minis-
tration, the Fuel Administration, and nearly9very other branch of
the Government engaged in preparing for add waging war. A coni
plate census of college, and university teachers so employed has not
been, perhaps yvill never be, made. They were numbered literally
by hundreds. They rendered services which none but men, so trained
could render. They were. indispensable. Diiubtless the effect of
this service on the status of the university professor in the public

. mind will be revolutionary.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC MORALE.

The third problem relating to preparation for war, in which from
the outset the higher institutions were concerned, was the develop-
ment of public morale- Reference to the statement of principles on
page 40 shows that college officers early recognized their responsi-''
bility in the dissemination Of correct information concerning the issues
of the war and the interpretation of its meaning. This task had been
assumed by the higher institutions of Canada and carried forward by
't,heM for three years with extraordinary success. In greater or less
measure probably nearly every institution in the United States at-
tempted to perform this service. Two or three especially interesting
examples may be mentioned.

The University of Washington, whose president, Henry Stizzallo,
was also chairman of the State Council of Defense, organized a group
of college and university teachers and teachers in secondary schools,
Which rendered most effective service in explaining the issues of the
war to laborers engaged in war industries. Numerous threatened
labor .disturbanceA in the Northwest were thus averted.
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The University of North Carolina, which had.before the. war ,an
especially well organized extensfon bureau; developed immediately
upon the entry of the United States into the war a. war-information
service. Reports from:that State indicate that this was a very effec-
tive factor in the development of an intelligent comprehension of
America's part in the struggle. The following quotqion, from a
leaflet issued by the' university, gives an outline of this. service:
1.- Exit:4810N Cgsress.Centers mnY he established in any community upon

the application of a properly organized'group of stuovits. From one
course to Psix courses given at each center, each course requiring a
month for its completion. rp member of the university faculty to be
sent to the center at the beginning of the course and the remainder
of the group meetings directed by him through a local, well-qualified
man. The work to be guided by a syllabus, by outlines, and tested by
an examination. The courses to form a consistent whole. The courses
(by- way of example) !

a. Theories of the State.
b. Europe since 1815.
e. South Ainerimm Relations.
d. Political Idealism in British and American Literature.
e. Economic and Social Aspects of the War,
f. The Wat as Reflected in Resent Literature.

2. Gaour Lscrtiss.:.-Four of five or more of these lectures or similar lectures
more popularly treated and without intensive class 'Andy may be ar-
ranged as a series by any community (e. g., one a month by a Young
)lien's Christians Association, or similar organizations).

3. CORREISI'ONDENcE COURSE§ (with college credit) and READING Coint8E8 (with-
oat credit) on .the subject matter of these extension center courses,
using the same syllabus and other' material, but in more popular form.
A textbook (326 pages), "American Ideals" (Houghton Mifflin & Co.),

c .prepared by two of the professors, Is a source hook of selections show-
" nig through state papers, speeches, etc., the develoanent of American .

thought, political ideals, etc.
4. ISV5O1.E LECTURES 011 a wide variety of subjects related to the war will te

furnished to communities as a part ofs.any other lecture plan they may
have for special occasions. A Irstof lecture subjects and lecturers fur-
nished on application.

5. ltaAmins' SERVICE.This service undertakes td furnish through the univer-
sity library, the faculty cooperating, infortnajion as to .books, articles
on special subjects -'relating to the war, fusfilshing small package li-
braries of pamphlets on half a dozen Impoeant phases of the war and
in so far us poasible"lending books and ring as a distributing agency
for putting Government and other publications in the bands of inter-.
ested readmit

0. Mawr PUBLICITY ON WHY WE As AT WAR AND WHY THIS Is OUR WAS.
a. Special articles by members of the faculty. in journals of educatiort

and the like, and special leaflet4 to be !lilted by the Extension
Service and sent to public school teachers.

h. Special editions of the University News Letter (a weekly clip sheet
published by the university) devoted to these subjects and lent
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to a special list of people influential In their local communities,
but not for the most part readers of the daily precis.

c. Debate subjects and outlines, composition subjects and patriotic
programs, for school exercises and celebrations, community gather-
ings, etc.

7. TtiaLAFAYEITE ARBOCIATION An ussociatIonfitate-wide and Nation-wide.
it possiblecomposed of high-school and grammar-school students, parents,
and others interested, called the Lafayette Association to symbolize
the Ideals to which iztayette depted his life and for the purpose
of "realizing the infinite power of the public school as the center of
the community life of the Nation In the essential task of nourishing,
developing, and crystallizing, through expression, the national spirit of
present and future America." A full explanation of the Lufayette Aasu-
elation is given in another lealigt.

It. soon became apparent, however, that a central official agency
was needed, not only to furnish reliable data to these local institu-
tions, but also to give consistency Lind point to the scattered efforts
of indiNidual bodies. The task fell almost by force of gravity to the
Committee on Public Information. This committee recruited the
services of the best scholars in the fields of history, economics, and
government, unditrade]; the leadership of Dean Guy Stanton Fork
(date University of Minnesota, prepared the Red, White'and Blue
Series of popular monographs on the background and issues of the
war.

THE NATIONAL BOARD FOR IIISTOItICAL SERVICE.

The activities of the National Board for Hifitorical Service may
appropriately be counted as one of the contributions made by the
universities to tie war. The Wad was organized on April .2t)," 1917,

'-and established headquarters inWashington. Under the chairman.
ship of Prof. Evart<-43. Greene, of the University of Illinois, it
sought to direct the activities of historical scholars into lines.of na-
tional service.. It fornAed advice concerning university courses,
public. lectures, popular articles, and research. Cooperating with
the History Teachers' Magazine, it contributed a number Of supple-
meats, includhig documents illustrating the German occupation of
Belgium, a selected and annotated bibliography of the war, and a
notable topical outline entitled " A Study of the Great War," pre-

Iv pared by Dr: S. B. Harding. The 'board was also in close and active
cooperation with the Committee on Public Information, especially
in the preparation of the War Information Series and the Red;

_ White and Blue Series.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IN HIGHER EDUCATION.

The war has brought abcTI in the United States a great enhance-
r meat of interest in every phase of civiliztition in the allied'countrir.

Especially have the friendly relations which have existed so long
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between the universities of this country an those of France and Eng-
land received added stimulus. In January, 1918, the commissioner .
for engineering and education of the Advisory Commission of the
Council of National Defense issued, with the Indorsement of the
council, an invitation to university officers of the allied countries to
send groups of representAivesto America to confer with and to ad-
vise the officers of American institutions. The first nation to respond
to this invitation was Great Britain. ..A distinguished mission, repre-
seneng British universities, landed in New. York on the 8th of Octo-
ber.- The members of the mission were as follow;:

Dr. Arthur Everett Shipley, vice chancellor-of the University of Cambridge.
Sir Henry ;Biers, vice chancellor of the University of Manchester.
tre:Ectward mewburn Walker, librarian of Queeu's College, Oxford.
Sir Henry Jon% professor of twos' philosophy, University of Glasgow.
Dr. John July, professor of geology and mineralogy, Trinit# College. Dublin.
Miss Caroline Simrgeon, professor of English Hternt nme, University Of Imidon.
Miss Rose,SIdgwIck, lecturer on history. University of Birmingham.
Arrangements for their entertainment were made- by the American

Council on Education. After a visit to Washington, where they weee
received by the President and by the Council of National Defense,
they made itour yf a cOnsiderable number of universities and col-
leges east of the Mississippi River. Oinferences on important aspects
of the question of educational exchanges between the United States
and Great Aritain were held in Philadelphia, New York,. Chicago,
Minneapolis, Houston, and Boston. Definite arrangements were
niade for the mutual recognition or academic credentials, ands
tentative plans were proposed/ for the interchange of students and
profestors.
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